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Executive Summary

On October 27, 2018, Robert D. Bowers, armed with an AR-15-style assault rifle and multiple handguns, killed 11 worshippers in the Tree of Life Congregation in the Pittsburgh neighborhood of Squirrel Hill. He also wounded four police officers and two other individuals. Following this atrocious act of hatred, the community of Pittsburgh gathered to mourn the victims and support their neighbors. The citizens of Pittsburgh also demanded political action, prompting the City Council to propose three gun control ordinances in December 2018.

These three ordinances, passed on April 2, 2019, most significantly prohibit the use within city limits of specified assault weapons, broadly defined as fully automatic, semi-automatic, or able to accept large capacity magazines holding more than 10 rounds of ammunition. The ordinances also ban the use of such large capacity magazines and institute a “Red Flag Law” to prohibit the possession or purchase of firearms by those at risk of danger to themselves or others. A pre-existing Pennsylvania preemption statute, however, explicitly forbids municipal regulation of the ownership, possession, transfer, or transportation of firearms, ammunition, or ammunition components. While the City Council understood that this statute prevented them from passing virtually any form of gun control regulations, it attempted to craft the language of these laws to avoid violating the preemption clause.

Nonetheless, District Attorney Stephen Zappala, the NRA, and others have voiced that Pittsburgh’s gun policies clearly violate the preemption clause and are thus unconstitutional. Accordingly, on October 29, 2019, Judge Joseph M. James of Allegheny County struck down all three ordinances for violating state preemption.

The largest factor inhibiting the success of Pittsburgh’s ordinances is Pennsylvania’s preemption statute. Pennsylvania has a particularly strict preemption clause, where Pittsburgh’s Home Rule Charter only allows for the regulation of discharge of firearms. Despite the City Council’s creative attempt to choose the word “use” to circumvent preemption violations, these ordinances still overstep the City Council’s authority. There is no legal precedent for overturning a preemption statute, as a municipality’s authority is inherently determined by the state. Since the City Council’s definition of “use” limits not just the discharge but also the carrying of assault weapons in public places, it is unlikely that Pittsburgh would succeed on an appeal of this case.

---

The senior Ethics, History, and Public Policy Capstone required us to incorporate our knowledge from the past three years of coursework to analyze how federal and local authorities work to regulate guns from a historical, ethical, and cultural perspective. We narrowed our topic to focus on whether the three Pittsburgh ordinances are effective, legal, and morally defensible. Then, we investigated the historical context of gun control in the United States, analyzing the factors that led to various federal gun control laws. We found that gun control and gun rights have been entwined since the founding of the nation, that gun control policies have often maintained or created inequalities, and that gun control is typically enacted as a direct response to an event of gun violence. We also drew inspiration from the firearms taxation created by the 1934 National Firearms Act and the waiting periods implemented by the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act when proposing our recommendations.

Next, we studied the legal and ethical dimensions of the Second Amendment, why people choose to own guns, and the motivations behind Pittsburgh’s policies. To conduct our ethical analysis, we suggested using a harm reduction framework to address the gun violence crisis like an epidemic. Using strategies from public health, we believe it is crucial to learn from the root causes of gun violence and address them, instead of legislating in ways that might be more reactionary and less effective. In terms of legal considerations, an analysis of the language of the Second Amendment shows that it guarantees the rights of individuals to keep and bear arms so and we sought to balance this with the collective right it confers to freedom from state tyranny. Similar to other rights outlined in the Bill of Rights, we believe that the government can restrict some Second Amendment privileges to safeguard the fundamental right to life. Therefore, limited gun legislation ensuring the safety of the people is constitutional, as long as it does not conflict with preemption and state law. With this in mind, we delved into the arguments on either side of the “gun debate” between gun rights activists and gun control activists. We attempted to determine both their philosophical validity and alignment with the principles outlined in the Constitution.

We also studied other state policies and policies in other countries, drawing insight from the different types of regulation implemented around the world. While these other governments had different goals than Pittsburgh, the programs discussed are instructive in providing examples of the types of gun regulation that work in other areas.

With this background, we evaluated the effectiveness of the Pittsburgh laws as well as their impact on the most significant areas of violence. It is difficult to predict the effectiveness of the law, but based on previous gun control policy we can debate its potential effectiveness. We emphasized the importance of understanding the demographic aspects of gun violence and examined if the Pittsburgh ordinances would decrease the number of suicides, domestic violence, and homicides involving firearms. We concluded that the Red Flag Law is an effective measure,
based on examples of laws implemented across the nation, but the ban of the use of assault weapons and large capacity magazines in public places is ineffective in combating domestic violence, suicide, or violence in high risk populations.

We recommend that Pittsburgh focuses on three main areas to improve safety and decrease gun violence in this city and the country that do not violate the state preemption clause. Since mass shootings are incredibly rare, we need to focus on comprehensive, rather than reactionary, gun policy. First and foremost, Pittsburgh should advocate for increased effective gun regulation informed by a harm reduction and public health framework on the state and national level. This includes advocating for Extreme Risk Protection Orders, public health funding to study the effects of gun violence, and universal background checks. Secondly, City Council and local leadership must focus on methods to disincentivize people from acquiring guns for the purpose of harming others. This can be accomplished on the state and federal level by using taxes and longer waiting periods. Lastly, City Council must tackle the societal factors that influence people to commit gun violence. By reducing economic inequalities and increasing access to educational opportunities, we can provide more stability and prevent people from resorting to violence. This also includes support resources such as funding at-risk youth programs, counseling and mental health services, and domestic violence shelters and legal aid.
Introduction

Just over a year ago and less than a mile from Carnegie Mellon, Pittsburgh experienced the deadliest attack on Jewish people in the history of the United States. On that devastating day, eleven people were murdered in their place of worship by an anti-semetic shooter. The shooter was carrying guns acquired legally, including a semi-automatic rifle and three semi-automatic pistols. In response to this horrific event, the people of Pittsburgh called upon City Council and local leaders to pass gun control legislation. Though City Council was limited in what they could implement, they successfully passed a ban on so-called “assault weapons” and high capacity magazines in the city as well as a “Red Flag” law to temporarily remove firearms from the possession of those at risk of harming themselves or others.

The United States is one of three countries that includes gun ownership as a fundamental right in its written constitution.2 Though the original purpose was to provide a means for states to form militias to defend against a tyrannical federal government, the modern day interpretation includes an individual right to own a gun for self-defense. Though this concept is enshrined in the Constitution, there have been several successful and unsuccessful attempts to curb gun violence. Surprisingly, the American public is in agreement about some basic gun regulation. 60% of Americans support stricter gun laws and 85% of Americans are concerned by the increasing amount of gun violence, with these statistics crossing party lines. Policies such as increasing the legal age to buy a gun from 18 to 21 years old and tracking gun sales through a federal database have overwhelming support from both parties. The largest disagreement is about the ban of military-style and semi-automatic weapons, with greater than 80% of Democrats supporting this idea and about 49% from Republicans.3 In particular, the new Pittsburgh laws focus on banning the use of these weapons.

Rates of gun violence in America are significantly higher than in most other developed nations. Each day 100 Americans are killed with guns.4 Though overall violent crime has decreased in America, gun violence is rising (39,773 deaths in 2017) and has surpassed the previous peak in 1993. This may be due to a significant increase in population, but the trends demonstrate a recent rise in gun crimes similar to levels in the 1970s. The number of gun-related homicides have decreased slightly and the number of gun-related suicides has increased substantially to 51% of all suicides. “Active shooter” situations, such as the cases of Sandy Hook and Pulse nightclub,

---

are also trending upwards, with 27 active shooter incidents in 2018.\textsuperscript{5} There is no single agreed upon definition of a mass shooting, but for the purposes of this report we will refer to it as an instance in which an armed person shoots four or more people. According to this definition, 373 people lost their lives in mass shootings in 2018. Though these instances are horrific events and highly publicized, they are only a small part of the gun violence problem. Mass shootings, as previously defined, account for 0.93\% of all gun violence in America. About 60\% of gun-related deaths are due to suicide, 37\% due to homicide, and the rest were unintentional or undetermined causes.\textsuperscript{6}

Pennsylvania has the 26th highest gun death rate of all 50 states. It places an enormous financial toll on states, costing Pennsylvania around 8.5 billion dollars annually.\textsuperscript{7} In Pittsburgh, the violent crime rate is 67\% higher than the national average.\textsuperscript{8} The violent crime in the city subdivides into 55 homicides and 114 non-fatal shootings in 2018.\textsuperscript{9} Based on this data it is clear to see that America and more specifically, Pittsburgh, has a significant gun violence problem.

Pittsburgh is situated at the intersection of three rivers, the Monongahela, Ohio, and Allegheny, and is bordered by the Allegheny Mountains in the east. Pittsburgh was a haven for manufacturing, with several shipping routes and an abundance of natural resources, and became renowned as the steel capital of the world, producing 60\% of the nation’s steel. From 1870 to 1910 Pittsburgh grew at an astonishing rate, with the population increasing sixfold to almost half a million people within the city limits and over a million within Allegheny County.\textsuperscript{10} Deindustrialization coupled with depleting natural resources resulted in the shut down of almost all of Pittsburgh’s steel mills. In less than a hundred years the population nearly halved to 301,048 people today.\textsuperscript{11} The population is majority White (66.64 percent), with minority Black

\textsuperscript{6} Ibid.


\textsuperscript{9} Pittsburgh Post Gazette “As Gun Violence Wanes in Pittsburgh, Police Solve More Homicides”


\textsuperscript{11} “U.S. Census Bureau QuickFacts: Pittsburgh City, Pennsylvania,” Census Bureau QuickFacts (US Census Bureau), accessed December 12, 2019, https://www.census.gov/quickfacts/pittsburghcitypennsylvania
Pittsburgh also faces issues of widespread racial inequality due to past discriminatory policies. The median household income for black residents decreased by about 5,000 dollars while the median household income for white residents increased by about 5,000 dollars between 2015 and 2019. The poverty rate for black residents is over double that of white residents. These statistics are important because financial instability and poverty is strongly correlated with gun violence. We will study this phenomena more in depth about the influence of race and poverty on gun violence in the Societal Impacts of Gun Violence section.

Pittsburgh has attempted to mitigate its gun violence crisis several times in the past, most notably in 1993, 2008, and 2017. In response to the aforementioned Tree of Life shooting in October 2018, the City Council passed three new ordinances around gun control. These policies, though well-intentioned, were reactive and did not provide a comprehensive solution for the majority of gun violence plaguing Pittsburgh.

In this paper, we will examine the language of these laws, analyze their ethical, historical, and legal dimensions, and explore their potential effectiveness. Additionally, we will scrutinize the matter of state preemption laws and compare the legislation to that of other American cities and foreign countries. We assert that the new laws are not only unconstitutional, but ineffective, because they do not take a harm reduction and public health approach. Based on this research, we will provide a series of recommendations for combatting this problem.

**Methodology**

Our team of seven students began our process by conducting extensive historical research of America’s culture of guns and gun control measures. With this background, we read several scholars’ opinions of the morality of gun ownership and gun control, what a harm prevention approach to gun violence would look like, and why there are such varying definitions of the Second Amendment. We also examined four court cases that dealt with gun rights to understand the precedent and the court’s interpretation of the Second Amendment. We interviewed over fifteen sources including journalists, scholars, members of the National Rifle Association, members of local government, and subject matter experts. We reached out to several other gun rights proponents, but did not receive any response. These interviewees are listed in Appendix B.

In the next section, we provide a preview of the recommendations resulting from our analysis.

---

13 US Census Bureau, “U.S. Census Bureau Quickfacts: Pittsburgh City, Pennsylvania.”
List of Recommendations

1. Advocacy on State and National Levels
   a. Extreme Risk Protection Orders/Red Flag Laws
   b. Public Health Funding (Dickey Amendment)
   c. Universal Background Checks
2. Disincentives for Purchasing Firearms on the State and National Levels
   a. Waiting Periods
   b. Taxes
3. Support Resources on the Local Level
   a. Legislation that Reduces Economic Inequalities
   b. Funding for Mental Health Resources
   c. Funding for Domestic Violence Victims
   d. Funding for At-Risk Youth Programs

In this next section, we analyze in detail the goals and language of the Pittsburgh gun policies, keeping in mind these areas with the most need for gun control.

Pittsburgh’s Gun Policies

Goals
In April 2019, the Council of the City of Pittsburgh enacted three ordinances, which banned the use of identified assault weapons, prohibited large capacity magazines, and authorized confiscating weapons from those at risk of harming themselves or others (otherwise known as a “Red Flag Law”). The City Council reported passing these three laws directly in response to the Tree of Life shooting. In an interview with Pittsburgh City Councilwoman Erika Strassburger, she reported that the Pittsburgh community demanded action after the shooting. She stated, “You have the power as a legislator to think beyond your own individual needs and desires, to think of the whole, and the public health or the needs of the whole population, and there aren’t many people in a position to do that.”¹⁴ Thus, these ordinances were a way for the City Council to use their power to try to enact change in gun control regulations to prevent such atrocities from happening again.

However, these three regulations directly violate Pennsylvania’s preemption clause, which prohibits municipal regulation of “lawful ownership, possession, transfer or transportation of

---

firearms, ammunition or ammunition components.” Aware of this, the City Council cited its status as a Second Class City under 53 Pa. C.S. § 23131 and the City of Pittsburgh’s Home Rule Charter to justify enacting these laws. It declared that “The first duty of the governments of the City of Pittsburgh and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania is protect their people…” and “both the City and the Commonwealth have a moral imperative to take lawfully available steps to reduce gun violence.” Specifically, it claims that it has the authority to legislate regarding the use or discharge of firearms. The City Council further petitions the Pennsylvania General Assembly to enact these measures for the state as a whole or to allow Pittsburgh and other municipalities to regulate firearms, effectively overturning the preemption clause. Members of the City Council affirmed that they hoped to take this case to the Supreme Court to expand Pittsburgh’s and other municipalities’ ability to pass gun regulation specific to their needs.

Language and Reasoning
To evaluate these laws, we will consider each of them separately. In this section, we will focus on what these laws state to determine their constitutionality and effectiveness. Each of them add to Article XI: Weapons section of Title Six of the Pittsburgh Code of Ordinances. There was previously no section in the municipal code regulating firearms and ammunition, as all historical attempts to pass new legislation in Pittsburgh had failed.

Article XI: Weapons, Chapter 1101 and Chapter 1102: Regulation of Assault Weapons
The law known as the assault weapons ban, made up of two parts, is the most widely debated. The first section provides Chapter 1101: General Weapons Provisions, amending the Pittsburgh Code of Ordinances by prohibiting the possession of “weapons designed or intended to cause injury or death to persons or damage to property for which no common lawful purpose exists,” as listed in Appendix A. It also prohibits the carrying, concealed or unconcealed, of facsimile firearms, which are any toys, antiques, starter pistols, or other objects that reasonably resemble any operable firearm or impel a projectile by spinning action, compression, or CO2 cartridge. Finally, the first part limits the use of weapons by discharge in any public places except for firearms in duly-established target ranges or places explicitly permitted by the Crime Codes Act of 1972 and air guns and bows in duly-established target ranges or where firing or discharge and missile flight is wholly confined to the user’s property or another property with express consent. Public places are delineated as streets, parks, open spaces, public buildings, public accommodations, businesses, and other locations to which the general public has a right to resort.

16 Pittsburgh, PA, Code of Ordinances, Title VI, Article XI, Chapter 1101 (2018).
17 Ibid.
but does not include a private home or residence or any duly established site for the sale or transfer of firearms or for firearm training, practice, or competition.\textsuperscript{18}

In the second part, section IV, the law provides Chapter 1102: Use of Assault Weapons in Public Places. An assault weapon is defined as “a selective-fire firearm capable of fully automatic, semi-automatic or burst fire at the option of the user that has the ability to accept a large capacity magazine” or any of the listed semi-automatic firearms in Appendix A.\textsuperscript{19} Selective fire means the capability of a weapon to be adjusted to fire in semi-automatic, multi-short burst, and/or automatic firing mode. These definitions, taken from the Weapons Law Encyclopedia, define those terms:

Semi-automatic fire means that one shot is fired upon each depression of the trigger. Multi-short burst means a pre-set number of shots are fired upon each depression of the trigger. Automatic fire means continuous fire while the trigger is depressed. Burst fire means that a pre-set number of shots are fired automatically from a weapon each time the trigger is pulled.\textsuperscript{20}

Automatic fire is synonymous with a fully automatic firearm. Furthermore, a large capacity magazine is defined as “[a] firearm magazine, belt, drum, feed strip, or similar device that has the capacity of, or can be readily restored or converted to accept, more than 10 rounds of ammunition.”\textsuperscript{21} This definition is expanded on in Appendix A.

This section plainly prohibits the use of any assault weapon in any public place in Pittsburgh. To ensure that this does not overlap with the preemption clause prohibitions of regulation of “possession, ownership, transportation, or transfer,” the City Council defines “use” as

1. Discharging or attempting to discharge an assault weapon;

2. Loading an assault weapon with ammunition;

3. Brandishing an assault weapon;

4. Displaying a loaded assault weapon;

5. Pointing an assault weapon at any person; and

\textsuperscript{18} Pittsburgh, PA, Code of Ordinances, Title VI, Article XI, Chapter 1101 (2018).
\textsuperscript{19} Pittsburgh, PA, Code of Ordinances, Title VI, Article XI, Chapter 1102 (2018).
\textsuperscript{21} Pittsburgh, PA, Code of Ordinances, Title VI, Article XI, Chapter 1102 (2018).
6. Employing an assault weapon for any purpose prohibited by the laws of Pennsylvania or of the United States.\(^{22}\)

In both of these sections, there are exemptions for government agencies, law enforcement, and federal, state, or local historical societies, museums, etc. that house secured and unloaded firearms or devices. Additionally, the law specifies that people should still be able to use a lawfully possessed firearm for immediate protection of their or others’ property or for lawful hunting purposes.\(^{23}\)

The Pittsburgh City Council argues that they chose to regulate both of these categories of weapons because there is no clearly justifiable reason for an ordinary person to use them. One large criticism of this ordinance is the unclearly defined term “assault weapon.” A practical problem with this is that there is no easy way to communicate this regulation to individuals, as both categories here are simply a list of weapons. Nonetheless, as rationale for this law, the City Council provides that “assault weapons and large capacity magazines should be prohibited, because they present an unacceptable and needless public safety risk.”\(^{24}\) Furthermore, this law would have a large effect on the gun-owning population because most weapons sold today are semi-automatic. The Council has not countered this point.

The Council has acknowledged that this law is not currently constitutional as it violates the preemption clause by explicitly banning possession of specified weapons. However, it tries to justify the law by framing the law around the “use” of certain weapons. This is an interesting workaround, considering that Pittsburgh’s Home Rule Charter does allow it to regulate the discharge of weapons in public places. The City Council hopes to take the lawsuit filed against them to the Supreme Court to establish this exception to Pennsylvania’s preemption law. Nonetheless, this workaround is not effective. Even if the use of assault weapons in public places becomes illegal, it is not clear that this is a common occurrence when it is not in the context of a shooting, act of hatred or terrorism, or an instance of self-defense. The former two reasons are the most common uses of these weapons in a public place, and these are already illegal through federal and state laws. The reason why the preemption clause includes the actions of “ownership, possession, transportation, or transfer” is because these actions are more frequently regulated to actually prevent gun violence by preventing the number of weapons in a city or place. Simply regulating its use in public places is unnecessary, as this essentially only occurs when someone decides to illegally use the weapon violently.

\(^{22}\) Pittsburgh, PA, Code of Ordinances, Title VI, Article XI, Chapter 1102 (2018).

\(^{23}\) Ibid.

\(^{24}\) Ibid.
Article XI: Weapons, Chapter 1104 and Chapter 1105: Regulation of Large Capacity Magazines

The second ordinance focuses on the regulation of ammunition. Throughout this ordinance, the City Council reiterates that they are not regulating the possession, ownership, transportation, or transfer of ammunition; they only regulate its use. The first part of this law, Section I, provides Chapter 1104: Prohibition on the Use of Certain Accessories, Ammunition, and Modifications. It prohibits the use of Armor or Metal Penetrating Ammunition, “any ammunition, except a shotgun shell, that is designed primarily to penetrate a body vest or body shield”25 in any public place in Pittsburgh. The extended definition of Armor or Metal Penetrating Ammunition can be found in Appendix A. Here, “use” is defined as

1. Discharging or attempting to discharge by means of a firearm; and
2. Loading it into a firearm or magazine.26

It also prohibits the use of any large capacity magazine, defined in the previous ordinance and in Appendix A, in any public place in Pittsburgh. Here, “use” is defined as

1. Employing it to discharge or in attempt to discharge ammunition by means of a firearm;
2. Loading it with ammunition;
3. Fitting or installing it into a firearm
4. Brandishing it with a firearm;
5. Displaying it with a firearm while loaded; and
6. Employing it for any purpose prohibited by the laws of Pennsylvania or of the United States.27

Finally, this part prohibits the use of any rapid fire device, which is “[a]ny device, part accessory, attachment, or modification designed to accelerate substantially the rate of fire of a firearm,” in any public place in Pittsburgh.28 It clarifies that this does not include the use of a replacement trigger or trigger components.

26 Ibid.
28 Ibid.
The second part, section II, provides Chapter 1105: Authorized Prohibition of Large Capacity Magazines. This part prohibits the ownership, possession, transfer, or transportation of large capacity magazines within Pittsburgh. Again, this section clearly violates the preemption clause, as it employs the specific language that the preemption clause prohibits.

The City Council makes a similar argument about the purpose of this ordinance to the previous ordinance. Specifically, the ordinance states that

[s]hooters using assault weapons and large capacity magazines can fire more rounds more quickly than shooters using other guns more suitable for self-defense, and fire rounds with greater destructive capacity...Especially in a crowded urban jurisdiction like this one, there is no legitimate need for assault weapons and large capacity magazines that justify the consequences of tolerating the proliferation of such military-style weaponry in the community...²⁹

Our interpretation of the constitutionality and effectiveness of the previous law largely also applies here. While the exception to preemption may apply to the first part of this ordinance, the second part clearly violates the preemption clause. The regulation of large capacity magazines has the potential to receive less backlash than regulating firearms themselves. However, as with our argument that regulating “use” of assault weapons is ineffective in the previous section, regulating the use of large capacity magazines would be less effective in preventing gun violence than regulating the possession or ownership of large capacity magazines, which the City Council cannot constitutionally do.

Article XI: Weapons, Chapter 1106 and Chapter 1107: Child Access Prevention Law and Red Flag Law

The third ordinance seeks to address every-day gun violence for particularly vulnerable groups: children and those who are a danger to themselves or others. The first part of this law, section I, provides Chapter 1106: Prevention of Extreme Risk to Children. It places a fine on the custodian of a firearm if

1. A minor gains access to and uses the firearm; and

2. The firearm’s custodian knew or reasonably should have known that a minor was likely to gain access to the firearm.³⁰

²⁹ Pittsburgh, PA, Code of Ordinances, Title VI, Article XI, Chapter 1105 (2018).
³⁰ Pittsburgh, PA, Code of Ordinances, Title VI, Article XI, Chapter 1106 (2018).
Here, the City Council defines use with the same definition as in Chapter 1102, with “firearm” replacing “assault weapon.” There are exceptions to this rule:

1. The minor gains access to the firearm as the result of an illegal entry to any premises by any person;

2. The firearm is stored in a locked box, locked gun safe, or other secure, locked space, or is secured with a trigger lock or other similar device that is properly engaged so as to render the firearm inoperable by any person other than the firearm’s custodian or other lawfully authorized user;

3. The firearm is carried on the person of the firearm’s custodian or within close enough proximity thereto that the firearm’s custodian can readily retrieve and use the firearm as if carried on the person; or

4. The minor uses the firearm in a lawful act of self-defense or defense of another person.

5. The minor was lawfully given authorization to use the firearm by the minor’s parent or legal guardian.\textsuperscript{31}

The second part of this law provides Chapter 1107: Extreme Risk Protection Orders, the implementation of which are commonly known as a “Red Flag Law.” Extreme Risk Protection Orders, or ERPOs, are court orders prohibiting possession, purchasing, receiving or attempting to purchase or receive a firearm by a person on the basis that this person presents a risk of suicide or harm to others.\textsuperscript{32} Law enforcement officers or family or household members have standing to file a petition for an ERPO or to renew an ERPO, which must present facts that demonstrate risk, describe the details of firearms owned or possessed by the person, and identify any known restraining orders, orders of protection, or lawsuits against the person. These are the following factors that the court will assess:

1. Suicide threats or attempts.

2. Threats or acts of violence or attempted acts of violence.

3. Domestic abuse, including any violation of a protection from abuse order, under 23 Pa. C.S. Ch. 61 (relating to protection from abuse) or a similar law in another state.

\textsuperscript{31} Pittsburgh, PA, Code of Ordinances, Title VI, Article XI, Chapter 1106 (2018).

\textsuperscript{32} Ibid.
4. Cruelty to animals under 18 Pa. C.S. Ch. 55 Subch. B (relating to cruelty to animals) or a similar law in another state.

5. Abuse of controlled substances or alcohol, or any criminal offense that involves controlled substances or alcohol.

6. Unlawful or reckless use, display or brandishing of a firearm.

7. Recent acquisition or attempted acquisition of a firearm.

8. The possession, use or control of a firearm as a part of the respondent’s employment.

9. Any additional information the court finds to be reliable, including a statement by the respondent.33

If found by a preponderance of the evidence that the respondent presents a risk of suicide or causing harm to another person and the risk is imminent, an interim ERPO may be issued. Even if an interim ERPO is issued, the court must hold a hearing no more than 10 days from the date of the petition. At the hearing, the court will consider the factors above and must determine by clear and convincing evidence that the respondent presents a risk of suicide or causing harm to others. If this is done, the ERPO requires relinquishment of firearms to a law enforcement officer or sheriff within 24 hours of the issuing of the order. The firearms would then be transferred to the sheriff or a firearms dealer for safekeeping.34

When an interim ERPO is vacated or an ERPO is terminated or expired, the respondent may request the return of all firearms no later than the next business day. The law also outlines penalties for abuse of this process, including fines and payment of restitution to the respondent for those who file a petition knowing information in the petition to be materially false or with intent to harass another.35

This law is different than the other two in that the City Council was specifically targeting at-risk populations of dangerous use of weapons. The findings and purpose of this law cite that “From 2013 to 2017, 7,517 Pennsylvania residents died from a firearm injury, including 301 children under the age of 18” and “From 2013 to 2017, a child or teen under the age of 18 was killed by gunfire in Pennsylvania every 6 days, on average.”36 Furthermore, “Over 22,000 Americans every year, including over 1,000 children and teens, die by firearm suicide” and

33 Pittsburgh, PA, Code of Ordinances, Title VI, Article XI, Chapter 1107 (2018).
34 Ibid.
Among commonly used methods of self-harm, firearms are by far the most lethal, with a fatality rate of approximately 85 percent, compared to less than five percent with other methods, such that while firearms are used in less than six percent of suicide attempts, over half of suicide deaths result from suicide attempts performed with firearms.37

These statistics serve to show that these sections were designed to target “every-day” gun violence rather than a mass shooting, like the Tree of Life shooting. Since gun violence with children in Pennsylvania and national firearm suicides are serious public health issues, Pittsburgh seeks to address these issues through this ordinance.

With regards to the first section about access of firearms to minors, the law seems to be regulating ownership by placing a particular condition on the nature of storage, but it is certainly less prohibitive and therefore not a clear violation of the preemption clause. Moreover, “Law enforcement agencies in Pittsburgh and Allegheny County have partnered with the National Shooting Sports Foundation to distribute free gun locks to Pittsburgh residents through Project ChildSafe.”38 Here, the clearly apparent purpose of the law is safety, and this initiative decreases the financial burden for individuals to safely store their firearms. However, the argument may be made that in the event that an individual needs their weapon for self-defense, the time needed to remove this lock could be potentially life-threatening. In the city of Pittsburgh at least, it would likely be more common for a minor to gain access to this firearm than for a threat to be made. This could warrant improvements in technology or better training to ensure the fast but secure removal of a lock. One possible method to do this would be a lock activated by the fingerprint of the registered owner.

With regards to the second section on ERPOs, the City Council cites the Connecticut and Indiana Red Flag laws and resulting reduced suicide rates to justify this law. For example, in Connecticut, an average of 50 guns a year were taken since the law was enacted in 1999.39 If these ERPOs are actually obtained for people who exhibit risks, this could drastically improve law enforcement’s detection of those at risk to participate in gun violence, as “an analysis of mass shootings from 2009 to 2017 revealed that in 51 percent of incidents the shooter exhibited warning signs that he posed a danger to himself or others before the shooting.”40 However, this law does clearly violate the preemption clause as it regulates ownership and possession of firearms by certain people. Still, on a national level, there are people who are prohibited from possessing firearms because they have an arrest record. Similarly, states and cities could justify

37 Ibid.
38 Ibid.
that people found to present a risk to themselves or others by a hearing specifically exemplify the
same risk these national prohibitions seek to prevent. Therefore, while this law is
unconstitutional in the current context, it could be very effective if implemented appropriately.

Nonetheless, as previously mentioned, the City Council seeks to tackle a statewide and
nationwide issue with this ordinance. Because these are not issues specific to Pittsburgh, they
would be better addressed with Pennsylvania state laws on Child Access Prevention or Extreme
Risk Protection Orders, or even a national law addressing firearms most commonly used for
suicide. While these issues may certainly affect Pittsburgh, and the City Council may feel that it
has a responsibility to address these issues, state preemption exists to ensure that such laws are
implemented on a statewide level to ensure consistent implementation across all municipalities in
Pennsylvania.

Public Opinion
In the aftermath of the shooting, the outpouring of support for the victims was remarkable.
Within the Jewish community in Pittsburgh, volunteers followed traditional Jewish customs of
guarding a corpse until burial. An interfaith vigil was held in Squirrel Hill, organized by the
students of Allderdice High School, and many more occurred around the city. Even President
Trump offered his condolences, although he also opined that “If there was an armed guard inside
the temple, they would have been able to stop him.”

Almost immediately after the shooting, city officials called for action. In December of 2018,
Mayor Bill Peduto and other council members proposed legislation that would ban assault style
weapons and certain kinds of ammunitions, as well as implementing a Red Flag Law. In the past,
Pittsburgh tried to enact legislation in 1993, but it was struck down by the Pennsylvania Supreme
Court, and by 1994, Pennsylvania enacted preemption laws that would prevent any further
attempts by municipalities to regulate firearms. In 2008, Pittsburgh introduced a “lost and stolen”
gun ordinance, requiring gun owners to report a lost or stolen firearm to the police within 72
hours of the realization that it is gone. This ordinance was designed to prevent guns from
falling into the hands of felons and to limit illegal gun sales, but the law faced legal trouble after
the NRA sued the city of Pittsburgh. In 2017, after demonstrators carrying large guns marched
in Mellon Park, the Pittsburgh City Council attempted to introduce a bill banning guns in public
parks and playgrounds, and while they used language similar to the law that stops people from
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carrying uncased guns in state parks, this bill also faced challenges from the state’s preemption laws. Additionally, Philadelphia, Erie, Harrisburg, and Lower Merion Township have all tried to pass bills concerning the use of guns within city limits, but each was struck down or is currently pending in courts, further cementing the idea that it is nearly impossible to pass gun legislation at a municipal level in Pennsylvania.

The preemption law and past cases are the key points that opponents of the Pittsburgh gun laws use to form their arguments. District Attorney Stephen Zappala commented that it would not stand up to state preemption. When it comes to gun legislation, “There is no local authority”. State Representative Aaron Bernstine (R-Ellwood City) similarly believes that the Pennsylvania Crime Code prevents cities and municipalities from passing restrictions on gun owners. In January, the Firearm Owners Against Crime wrote a letter to City Council echoing these thoughts, and, along with the Allegheny County Sportsmen’s League, retained a lawyer as chief counsel throughout the proceedings. Kim Stolfer, the president of FOAC and an active gun rights advocate from Southwestern Pennsylvania, compared city council to the shooter. “[T]here's very little difference between [City Council] and the killer at the synagogue except for a matter of degree. They're both criminals.” While Mayor Peduto and Chief of Staff Dan Gilman condemned the comments, the concerns were enough to dissuade council members Darlene Harris and Teresa Kail-Smith from sponsoring the proposed bill. Preemption makes it difficult to pass any gun-related legislation at the municipal level. As council member Harris stated, “I need to know that if I’m voting on something, that it's going to be upheld by the police and by the court system.”

Supporters of the ban saw it differently. Calling it “common-sense,” Peduto lamented that the legislative process at the state level acts slowly. “[D]oing nothing is not the answer,” he said. “[I]n communities across this state ... in cities around this country, we will take action.” He compared the situation to the women’s vote—many women were enfranchised by cities and towns before states, and state legislation preceded the 19th Amendment in 1920. “If we didn't...
challenge laws, women wouldn't be able to vote,” Peduto said. Council member Corey O’Connor echoed this sentiment when he asked the state to “Give the local municipalities some leeway to do what they feel is right to protect their citizens.”

State Rep. Dan Frankel, who represents Squirrel Hill, has been looking to introduce new legislation to remove the preemption clause from state law. The issue of preemption was significant enough, however, to get the council to change the language in the laws, banning the “use” of assault weapons in public places rather than possession. This version of the law passed 6-3 on April 9, 2019. Anthony Coghill, Darlene Harris and Theresa Kail-Smith were the dissenting votes.

Immediately after the law passed, the NRA announced that it was helping residents file a lawsuit against the city. However, the focus of the NRA’s argument was different from preemption, instead resting on the definition of a large capacity magazine. The law prevents those that have ten or more rounds, but the NRA contends that most rifles and handguns hold at least ten rounds, making the definition unrealistic. Additionally, opponents feared that when Mayor Peduto said he was willing to fight the laws in courts, it meant that the taxpayer would pay for the city’s legal team, but the law firm, Everytown Law, stated on public record that they were working pro bono. Everytown Law focuses on gun regulations, boasting the “largest team of litigators in the country dedicated to advancing gun safety in the courts and through the civil and criminal justice systems.”

The Tree of Life shooting captured national attention, so when the City Council passed the legislation, news publications of all kinds reported on it. While some members of the public may believe it is a Second Amendment issue, news sources from the New York Times to the Wall Street Journal, and even the NRA have established that the reason the law is being taken to
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court is concerning preemption. There may be some rhetoric surrounding the Second Amendment and possible Constitutional violations, but most commentaries focus on the issue at the state level. If the Second Amendment is mentioned, it is only in passing.

Gun-owning residents, on the other hand, felt that their rights were infringed upon. Gun owners interpret the Second Amendment to mean that any citizen has a right to own a gun. Outside city hall in January, hundreds of protesters chanted, “We will not comply!” Many of them brought their guns that would be deemed illegal under the new law. The sentiment among these lawful gun owners is that they were not doing anything wrong with their guns. Addressing the council, nurse Mary Konieczny called it an “overreach of authority.”56 Another Pittsburgh resident Dennis Jordan said:

My guns are not hurting anybody. I have no intent of hurting anybody. I am not going to be allowed to own my guns because of this ordinance. I am ready to move out of this place. You just want to control people. You want to take away my right to protect people. 57

Amongst many legitimate concerns about the laws were also some frivolous ones. Matthew Boardley, a plaintiff challenging the gun laws, claimed to carry an AR-15 while working security for Heinz Field, and said he needed the gun to carry out his duty in protecting the field. It turned out that Boardley is actually a part time, intermittent worker from Landmark Event Staffing Services, Inc. who doesn’t allow their employees to possess weapons when working.58

The black community within Pittsburgh is also concerned, but for different reasons. Prefacing the Pittsburgh synagogue shooting was another high-profile case where an unarmed 17-year old named Antwon Rose II was shot and killed while fleeing from an officer from the East Pittsburgh Police Department.59 He is one of many black Pittsburgh residents killed each year: since 2014, 80% of homicide victims in Pittsburgh are black, and 86% of them were killed by firearms.60 While it’s nice that Pittsburgh has decided to act, many within the African-American
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community feel as if it didn’t come soon enough. There has consistently been a disproportionate amount of violence against black Americans, and it frustrates people that it takes such a high-profile case to effect change.\textsuperscript{61}

The biggest worry, however, seems to be that the laws would give police officers more pretext to shoot black residents. Rev. De Nice Welch, president of the Pennsylvania Interfaith Impact Network, said that these ordinances “always lands on the backs of young African Americans… The phrase, ‘I’m in fear for my life,’ has literally given [officers] permission to fire at will.”\textsuperscript{62} Black gun owners, both legal and illegal ones, are especially worried. Take, for example, a case in 2016 when a black gun owner was fatally shot when he was stopped at a routine traffic stop. Despite informing the police officer that he was in possession of a gun, the officer overreacted and killed him. This kind of situation will not stop if the ordinances were to take effect; people fear it would probably increase. While the ordinances seem like a good idea, CityLab’s Brentin Mock says that the lesson that Pittsburgh has to learn is “how to create laws that will take more illegal guns off the streets and save more lives, while ensuring that black people don’t become criminalized collateral damage in the process.”\textsuperscript{63} Pennsylvania State Rep. Summer Lee has co-sponsored a bill addressing the concerns of Pittsburgh’s black community that would require police departments to keep records regarding a police officer’s firing or resignation and appoint a special investigator to look into the use of deadly force by a police officer.\textsuperscript{64}

For their part, the city agreed not to enforce the laws until they made their way through the courts. Most of the city council and other supporters of the bill felt that it’s a worthy endeavor despite the preemption laws. It’s “sensible,” Jenna Paulat, a volunteer leader for Moms Demand Action, said of the laws.\textsuperscript{65} The council members in support of the law use language like “common-sense” in reference to it. Chief of Staff Dan Gilman stated in an interview that the city knew the lower courts would reject the ordinances and plan to take their fight to the Pennsylvania Supreme Court.

In the next section, we explore the misconceptions and realities of gun violence. We analyze how vulnerable populations are disproportionately affected by this issue and discuss two of the main contributors of gun violence, suicide and domestic violence.
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Societal Impacts of Gun Control

The media coverage of gun violence is vastly different than the reality. Because mass shootings are sensational events, the media coverage is distorted to reflect the most shocking incidents. The paper “Mass Shootings and the Media: Why All Events Are Not Created Equal”, examined 90 mass shootings covered by the New York Times. The authors uncovered that 60% of the articles were about the same five incidents. Meanwhile, 78% of the mass shootings, most of which were situations of domestic violence and urban violence, received less than five articles per incident. The Trace, a nonprofit news organization dedicated to covering gun violence in America, conducted an analysis that demonstrated that the mass shooting at the Gilroy Garlic Festival in July 2019 was featured on the front page of four out of the six major newspaper websites in the country. In contrast, the shooting in Brownsville, that occurred 17 hours earlier drew far less attention, only reaching the front page of two major newspaper websites. The two incidents involved the same number of victims (11). The key difference is that Brownsville is predominantly Black and low income community, whereas Gilroy was predominantly White. Moreover, major news outlets such as Fox, MSNBC, and CNN devoted almost 20 times more time to covering the Gilroy Garlic Festival shooting. This is not to say that the incident at Gilroy should not have been covered, but rather to highlight the lack of coverage minority communities receive when traumatized by similar violence. Rebecca Gilroy, a public defender in New York, articulated this point to the Trace, “The way it’s covered in Gilroy is like it’s a tragedy. Then it’s covered in Brownsville like it’s endemic, like it’s a pathology.”

Gilroy’s statement and the several studies cited above illustrate the overarching idea that news is highly influential to our current discourse on gun violence. The way the media frames events through what they choose to cover or not cover, word choice, and the amount of coverage strongly impacts people’s understanding of this issue. This is incredibly dangerous because mass shootings only constitute about 0.1% of gun related deaths and yet are the most covered gun incidents. The media should provide people an accurate picture of gun violence in order to relay pressing concerns to policymakers and make our communities safer. As the coverage of the shooting in Brownsville exhibited, the framing around race plays a critical role in how important events are perceived to be. In media coverage, black men are viewed as criminals, even though black men are more likely to be victims of gun violence. Instances in which black men are the victim and the perpetror (so-called “black on black violence) is portrayed as a moral personal

failing of the perpetrator. In other words, the perpetrator's backstory and personal choices are highlighted as the reason behind the violence rather than a societal failing in the education, public health, and economic systems that lead to people committing violent acts\(^69\). It is vital that we shift this narrative to focus on the fact that black men are more likely to be the victims and that gun violence is a problem that can be mitigated through societal reforms in the spheres of education, public health, and economics.

**High Risk Populations**

As described in the previous section, black people are especially at risk of being affected by gun violence. In Pittsburgh, the homicide rate for black residents is 28.4 per 100,000 people. The homicide rate for white residents is significantly lower at 3 per 100,000 people. African Americans make up around 27% of Pittsburgh’s population, but make up 80% of the homicide victims. Gun violence is especially high in Homewood, the Hill District, and the North Side, which are also majority Black. For black children and teens in America, gun violence is the leading cause of death\(^70\).

Children and youth constitute another vulnerable population. It is important to note that gun violence for children and teens often comes in the form of domestic violence. As a result, we must also prioritize the safety of children in domestic violence situations by providing better support programs. The third Pittsburgh ordinance addresses this issue by instituting Extreme Risk Protection Orders which can remove guns from people who are likely to harm their children. America has a tremendous issue with teen suicides. About 36% of these suicides are committed by guns. Recently, the impacts of school shootings have come to light with the Sandy Hook and Parkland shootings. Not only are these youth affected physically by gun violence, but they are also face the physiological effects of witnessing violence. About 2,900 children and teens are killed from guns and about 12,700 are shot and injured. This is a purely American issue; no other developed country has as high rates of gun violence with children and teens\(^71\).

Exposure to violence manifests in a variety of ways: youth affected by gun violence are more likely to abuse alcohol and drugs to cope and suffer from depression and anxiety. The violence also affects their academic performance and attendance, which, when aggregated, can set these children years behind their peers. Minority students are even more affected as they are twice as likely to miss school due to safety concerns than their white counterparts. This is a pervasive problem in our society that we must solve if we want to give our children and future generations
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the best chance at success. Simply regulating the use is not enough to solve this problem entirely. We must consider putting Extreme Risk Protection Orders into place to protect at risk children in their homes, encourage responsible gun storage and establish stronger child access laws, and provide youth intervention programs to help mitigate the damaging effects of gun violence. The third Pittsburgh ordinance acknowledges these facts and includes an Extreme Risk Protection Order. This ordinance provides a condition that through a court process, guns can be seized from people with an intent to harm themselves or others. The ordinance also recognizes that child access to guns is an issue and has strengthened child access prevention laws. By utilizing Extreme Risk Protection Orders and child access prevention laws, we can take steps to protect our most vulnerable population.

With reference to the Pittsburgh laws, there has not been enough work to examine gun violence occurring in predominantly African American communities and low income such as Homewood. The current legislation prevents the use of assault weapons, but does not consider putting funds towards psychological support for families affected by gun violence. We recommend that the City Council makes a more active effort to engage with the predominantly minority communities (Homewood, Hazelwood, the Hill District, and Northside) before forming policy and lobbying state government.

**Suicide**

In Allegheny County (which includes Pittsburgh and several other urban and suburban communities), homicides only slightly outnumber suicides. This topic is rarely covered in the media for reasons relating to privacy and stigma. As a result, our society has an inaccurate picture of what gun violence looks like and ignores the growing problem of gun related suicides. Alarmingly, there is no chance for intervention as self-inflicted gunshots result in almost immediate death. The first Pittsburgh ordinance may dissuade someone from buying and using a semiautomatic or automatic rifle. However, most suicides are caused by a handgun.

An Israeli experiment with Israel Defense Force (IDF) soldiers is one of the best case studies that demonstrate how to significantly reduce suicide rates with simple policy. IDF officials reclaimed soldiers’ guns for the weekend in hopes of decreasing suicides. The results were impressive; the total number of suicides decreased by 40%. This means that soldiers did not resort to other means to commit suicide and that the ease of access to a gun directly affects the
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chances of someone committing suicide. The case study reveals that preventing access to a gun directly decreases the amount of suicides. In our paper, we mention two suggestions that particularly target access to guns. The first is implementing a strategy that the ordinances support: Extreme Risk Protection Orders. ERPOs limit the access to a gun when an individual has demonstrated a desire to harm themselves. Secondly, by creating better mental health background checks we can begin to decrease the number of suicidal people who have the ability to buy a gun and commit an irreversible act. As the current ordinances stand, it is highly unlikely that simply discouraging the use of semiautomatic and automatic weapons will cause the number of suicides will markedly decrease, as people can still buy handguns unimpeded. Through the city offers a mental health crisis hotline and a coalition for recovery, we believe that more can be done to provide free resources to citizens. For example, the city can invest in better mental health education and counseling at the elementary, middle, and high school levels to ensure that our youth know how to get help and be proactive about their mental health.

**Domestic Violence**

In America, an average of 42 women each month are victims of gun violence from an intimate partner. 54% of mass shootings are situations of domestic violence. In Pittsburgh, 39% of all female victims of homicide in Pennsylvania were victims of domestic violence. As the statistics demonstrate, domestic violence is one of the main contributors of gun violence. Homewood therapist Geraldine Massey describes the impact of a gun in a domestic violence situation, “often, guns are used for intimidation to keep the women and children from reporting the incident or leaving the household. The most dangerous time is when someone leaves the domestic violence situation. When the perpetrator has a gun, it takes a dangerous situation to a deadly situation.”

ERPOs are a starting point to mitigating the domestic violence issue plaguing Pittsburgh. The orders can prevent someone from using their guns are a weapon or intimidation tactic if the court proceedings reveal an intent to harm their family or partner. However, domestic violence tends to be one of the most underreported crimes. Reducing the amount of death from domestic violence needs to include support resources and protection for victims in order to ensure their safety when leaving a violent household. Moreover, Pittsburgh needs to invest in the education of its citizens on how to deal with conflict and emotion in a healthy way so that we can reduce the number of domestic violence perpetrators.
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In the next section, we will study the issue of state preemption, which is the main factor threatening the constitutionality of the ordinances, including its origination, definition, and impacts on Pittsburgh’s ordinances.

State Preemption

Preemption is a fairly recent phenomenon, largely resulting from the NRA’s backlash to gun regulation. In the colonial era, cities like Philadelphia and New York had extensive regulation on gunpowder and gun use. Since 1813, state legislatures freely granted newly incorporated cities the power to enact gun control laws.77

In 1981, when Morton Grove, Illinois adopted the nation’s first municipal prohibition on the possession of handguns outside of Washington, DC, the NRA mobilized an effort to persuade state legislatures to bar municipalities from enacting gun laws.78 The Illinois Supreme Court upheld this law in Quilici v. Village of Morton Grove, 695 F.2d 261 (1982) after Plaintiffs alleged that this violated the Illinois Constitution and the Second, Ninth, and Fourteenth Amendments of the U.S. Constitution.79 During this time there was no explicit preemption law in place in Illinois, and the Illinois Supreme Court merely balanced the interests of Morton Grove with the Second Amendment. The NRA sued Morton Grove immediately, sparking a backlash to local regulation of firearms that led to preemption laws being passed around the nation.80 Thus, while the response by organizations such as the National Coalition to Ban Handguns viewed Morton Grove’s ordinance as a positive force for strengthening gun control,81 its effects seemed to directly lead to severe restrictions on municipal gun control. The handgun prohibition was repealed in 2008 after District of Columbia v. Heller.82 Although that Supreme Court case did not concern the issue of state preemption (because the District of Columbia is not a state), it ruled that banning the possession of handguns was unconstitutional under the Second Amendment, meaning that no government (local, state, or national) could pass such a law. However, the NRA’s effort to push states to pass preemption laws around the national led to
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municipalities being unable to pass gun control regulations that would be constitutional under the Second Amendment.

The current reasoning behind preemption is that different gun policies in different cities could violate generality, the rule that laws and regulations should apply equally to all citizens under one government, namely the state government.\(^3\) The Supreme Court held in *Hunter v. City of Pittsburgh*, 207 U.S. 161 (1907) that “[m]unicipal corporations are political subdivisions of the [s]tate” and “[t]he [s]tate, therefore, at its pleasure may modify or withdraw all such powers . . . without the consent of the citizens, or even against their protest.”\(^4\) The state ultimately controls its municipalities and thus has the power to control their authority. Because municipalities can be extremely partisan, this could result in starkly opposing laws in cities within miles of each other. Citizens should not have the responsibility to know all of the laws in not just their town, but surrounding towns as well. Preemption thus seeks to prevent an “incomprehensible patchwork of local ordinances.”\(^5\) The issue of different laws across city borders exists for other laws like driving laws and are usually resolved with notices like speed limit signs. Cities could also post signs for gun policies, but doing this may still allow certain cities to infringe on state constitutions and the Second Amendment. The state is regarded as better equipped to protect these rights, so the argument is that state preemption of firearms is better for protecting the liberty of citizens.\(^6\)

Local regulation of firearms specifically became an issue for Pennsylvania when Philadelphia and Pittsburgh attempted to regulate assault weapons. In June 1993, the Philadelphia City Council passed a bill banning certain types of assault weapons within Philadelphia’s boundaries. A year later, Pittsburgh City Council passed an ordinance banning specified assault weapons within Pittsburgh as well.\(^7\) Directly following this, the General Assembly amended Pennsylvania law to include Pennsylvania’s Uniform Firearms Act, 18 Pa.C.S. §§ 6101-6124.\(^8\) This amendment included 18 Pa.C.S. § 6120, which outlined the express state preemption of virtually all forms of municipal regulation of firearms. Currently, section 6120(a) provides
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[n]o county, municipality or township may in any manner regulate the lawful ownership, possession, transfer or transportation of firearms, ammunition or ammunition components when carried or transported for purposes not prohibited by the laws of this Commonwealth.\textsuperscript{89}

Given this explicit preemption clause, attempts by Philadelphia and Pittsburgh to pass gun regulations have been swiftly shut down. In Ortiz v. Commonwealth (1996), the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania held that

Because the ownership of firearms is constitutionally protected, its regulation is a matter of statewide concern. The constitution does not provide that the right to bear arms shall not be questioned in any part of the commonwealth except Philadelphia and Pittsburgh, where it may be abridged at will, but that it shall not be questioned in any part of the commonwealth.\textsuperscript{90}

With this 20-year old precedent, it was unlikely that Pittsburgh would succeed in passing its gun ordinances. As explained in the “Pittsburgh’s Gun Policies” section, the City Council made a respectable effort to avoid a violation of the preemption clause. Still, because express preemption laws are designed to completely prevent municipalities from passing regulations in this area, the preemption clause leaves virtually no room for cities in Pennsylvania to pass significant gun control laws. This point is confirmed in the Court of Common Pleas of Allegheny County Opinion on the case of Firearm Owners Against Crime v. City of Pittsburgh, the lawsuit against Pittsburgh, where Judge Joseph M. James cites Huntley & Huntley Inc. v. Borough Council of Borough of Oakmont, 964 A.2d 855 (Pa. 2009) stating that “[p]reemption of local laws may be implicit, as where the state regulatory scheme so completely occupies the field that it appears the General Assembly did not intend for supplementation by local regulations.”\textsuperscript{91}

The NRA defends preemption statutes as “essential protection for gun owners.”\textsuperscript{92} This points to the political nature of preemption, with conservative state governments controlling liberal localities. While gun rights activists argue that varying levels of gun control across a state makes it more difficult to understand different laws, this could also be said for citizens who live near state borders and may frequently travel across state lines. The sole reason of inconvenience should not justify state preemption. Furthermore, municipalities would still be subject to the same restrictions on gun control that federal and state governments must comply with to protect the Second Amendment.
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Comparing Pennsylvania with states without preemption of firearm regulations is instructive to measuring how preemption can impact gun violence. Currently, 43 states have preemption statutes for regulating firearms, ranging from broad to specific areas of preemption. The seven states that do not are Connecticut, Hawaii, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, California, and Nebraska. These seven states are among the 10 top ranked states for low death rates due to gun violence. Furthermore, these newer preemption laws in states are associated with increased rates of gun trafficking. According to Everytown, a gun control advocacy group, “states with broad preemption laws export guns used in crime to other states at a rate more than four times greater than states that allow local control.” This suggests that states may benefit from not implementing preemption if their objective is to reduce gun violence.

Preemption has also, directly or indirectly, led to negative outcomes. For example, while the Pennsylvania state legislature has prohibited guns in the state capitol and on the state agency property, local governments are not able to restrict firearms in municipal buildings, town halls, and city halls, making these government places potentially dangerous for local citizens and lawmakers. This danger manifested in the 2013 shooting in a municipal building in Ross Township which killed three people and injured at least two. Furthermore, as mentioned previously, the recent Pittsburgh ordinances were passed in direct response to the Tree of Life shooting. Although it is difficult to discern whether certain tragedies could have been prevented if not for state preemption, the lower rates of gun violence in states without preemption suggest that preemption is ineffective to combat gun violence.

In 2014, Pennsylvania tried to institute repercussions for violating preemption to deter city council members from even attempting to pass laws like the current Pittsburgh regulations. Specifically, a locality that was sued over gun laws that violated the preemption clause would have to pay the legal fees and costs of the law’s challenger. This provision was held unconstitutional by the Commonwealth Court in 2014 and by the Supreme Court of Pennsylvania in 2016 in Leach v. Commonwealth. This attempt was also largely due to the influence of the NRA in further strengthening preemption to prevent stricter gun control. If such a provision was passed, it would further inhibit the ability of municipalities to try to fight against state preemption.
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However, it is unlikely that Pennsylvania’s preemption law will be changed or removed entirely in the near future. Thus, preemption is a reality that municipalities like Pittsburgh must grapple with. To imagine realistic gun control policies, Pittsburgh must either be creative in crafting careful policies and programs to reduce gun violence or focus on pushing the state government to implement its proposed legislations. It has chosen to be creative in crafting careful policies by regulating the use of firearms based on its power under home rule, which is explored in the next section.

**Home Rule**

Home rule is the legal authority, delegated by the state, that local governments have over their municipalities to enact ordinances based on the needs of its citizens. It first emerged in 1875 after Dillon’s Rule, “a canon of construction and a rule of limited power that focuses on the subservient nature of the city relative to the state.” The benefits of home rule include the government’s proximity to local residents to hear their grievances as well as lawmakers who are often more familiar with the municipality’s needs and likely more representative of the municipality’s population compared to state and federal lawmakers. Furthermore, having fewer restrictions on home rule can allow for more experimentation with different policies to test effectiveness that could be translated to statewide policies. While these may lead to deeply partisan areas, voters can ultimately choose to live in cities or towns better suited to their needs and political identification.

With the issue of Pittsburgh’s Home Rule Charter and the Pennsylvania Preemption law, it is clear that the Pennsylvania ban on certain types of municipal firearm regulation overrides the standard rule that Pittsburgh can implement its own laws. The Home Rule Charter, implemented in 1972 under Act 62, states this: that Pennsylvania counties and municipalities can do anything that’s not specifically denied by the state constitution, the General Assembly, or the charter itself. According to the justifications in the Pittsburgh firearm regulations,

A Second Class City has the power under 53 Pa. C.S. § 23131, and City Council has the authority under the City of Pittsburgh’s Home Rule Charter, “to regulate, prevent and punish the discharge of firearms, rockets, powder, fireworks, or any other dangerous, combustible material, in the streets, lots, grounds, alley, or in the vicinity of any buildings; to prevent and punish the carrying of concealed deadly weapons.”
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Furthermore,

The City Council has authority under 53 Pa. C.S. § 3703 to “regulate or to prohibit and prevent the sale and use of fireworks, firecrackers, sparklers, and other pyrotechnics in such cities, and the unnecessary firing and discharge of firearms in or into the highways and other public places thereof, and to pass all necessary ordinances regulating or forbidding the same and prescribing penalties for their violation.”

Because the preemption law only specifies that municipalities cannot regulate the ownership, possession, transfer, and transportation of firearms, and because Pittsburgh’s Home Rule Charter allows it to regulate the discharge of firearms, the City Council hoped that regulating the “use” of assault weapons and large capacity magazines would not violate state preemption. However, the other portions of the policies regulating the possession and ownership of certain weapons and large capacity magazines, as well as the Red Flag Law, do not fall under the scope of Home Rule Charter as they directly violate the preemption law.

However, the way that City Council defined use makes it unlikely that even the portions of the ordinances regulating use will be upheld by the Pennsylvania Supreme Court. Because the City Council includes “loading a weapon with ammunition,” “brandishing a weapon,” and “displaying a weapon,” they are also regulating open carry in public places. This is not the narrow definition of discharge of weapons and thus not necessarily in the scope of Pittsburgh’s Home Rule Charter. Thus, it is likely that the Pennsylvania Supreme Court will find that this definition still violates the Pennsylvania preemption law.

Studying the case of Florida Carry v. City of Tallahassee helps us further explore this issue. While the actual appellate case regarded a situation beyond the constitutionality of the ordinances, the context it provides is instructive. Florida enacted local ordinances in 1957 and 1984 that prohibited the discharge of firearms in city parks and other public places based on the 1987 Florida preemption law. Florida provided clearly in its statutes that it was “occupying the whole field of regulation of firearms and ammunition...to the exclusion of all existing and future county, city, town, or municipal ordinance...”. However, the court found that the ordinances did violate the preemption law and Tallahassee subsequently did not try to enforce them. Florida’s preemption law is explicitly broader than Pennsylvania’s preemption law, but Pennsylvania courts may find that it had the same intention. Florida courts have also read the
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state right to bear arms as a further justification for preemption.\textsuperscript{105} The same reasoning could apply to Pennsylvania, making it even more unlikely that these ordinances will be upheld.

In the next section, we will begin our interdisciplinary analysis of gun control to instruct our recommendations to the City Council. The first analysis we will conduct concerns the history of gun control, which can help us understand the context of firearms in America and suggest the most effective measures that have been implemented in the past.

**Historical Considerations**

Gun control and the right to bear arms have a deep, intertwined history in the United States, stretching back to when the colonies were still under British control. Guns were integral to the protection of the colonies—the frontier border was always nearby and skirmishes with Native Americans or other colonial powers were possible.\textsuperscript{106} Men were obligated to arm themselves at their own expense to defend their town or region. Owning a firearm was considered not a right but a part of their duty to the collective security of the colony, and so gun control was built into the system. Every man was required to own a functional firearm and to report to muster—a formal meeting where the militiamen would train for battle and have their firearms inspected.\textsuperscript{107} In the mid-1700s, the British government began to encroach on the rights of the colonists, leading them to articulate a right to self-defense from tyranny. The colonial charters granted by the king permitted a militia to ward off threats to the charter and so the colonists drew on the charters and on English law; they “invoked the authority of the English Declaration of Rights of 1689,” which “declared that ‘the subjects being Protestants may have arms for their defense’” and which the colonists reinterpreted as “‘the necessary Defense of the Community.’”\textsuperscript{108} The concept of bearing arms was part of the civic duty towards community defense, and so it became intertwined with the idea of defense against tyranny. Since men did not purchase and maintain guns exclusively for themselves but for the greater good of the colony, gun regulation and inspection was an accepted part of the system.

**The First American Century**

The colonists asserted this right to bear arms in defense against tyranny and used their militias to win the American Revolution. The militias’ success meant that the right to a militia became a core tenet of the new American government, which emphasized liberty and freedom from
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tyranny.\textsuperscript{109} Therefore, some early state constitutions protected a right to bear arms in connection with a duty of communal defense.\textsuperscript{110} However, no early state constitutions codified an individual right to keep and bear arms for personal self-defense—this was instead a matter of common law, and even state constitutions that mentioned keeping a gun at home still linked that gun to the common defense.\textsuperscript{111}

When the right to bear arms as a militia was added to the Constitution, a fierce debate over the purpose of the amendment and the militias erupted between two political groups: the Federalists, who believed in a strong national government, and the Anti-Federalists, who advocated for maximal states sovereignty. Federalists doubted the effectiveness of undisciplined militiamen and wanted to nationalize the militia by giving the federal government control over regulation and training, while Anti-Federalists viewed the militia as a valuable tool of the state to prevent tyranny in the federal government if need be and were concerned that the federal government might try to disarm the citizens.\textsuperscript{112} After much debate between the two sides, the Second Amendment was crafted to protect the citizens’ ability to form a militia and to arm themselves, but additional laws still granted the federal government the authority to call upon the militia under certain circumstances.

The Second Amendment reads: “A well regulated Militia, being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear Arms, shall not be infringed.” The amendment’s first clause—that bearing arms was a civic obligation to serve in a militia to defend against tyranny or foreign aggression—was critical.\textsuperscript{113} The amendment drew on the British legal system, where English jurist Sir William Blackstone had established a collective political right that “aimed to prevent violence of oppression” and was considered “legally distinct from the individual right of personal self-defense.”\textsuperscript{114} Thus, at the time, the Second Amendment protected a collective right against political tyranny and did not codify an individual right to bear arms for self-defense.

The right to bear arms was in some ways more of a command than a right: the Uniform Militia Act of 1792 \textit{required} that every 18 to 45 year old able-bodied white male serve in the militia and own a “a good musket, a sufficient bayonet and belt, two spare flints, and a knapsack, a pouch, with a box containing 24 cartridges with a proper quantity of powder and ball.”\textsuperscript{115} Since bearing
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arms was a duty, the government could decide which guns men had to own and could inspect these firearms at muster. This reveals how the role of guns in early America meant that gun control and the right to bear arms were inextricably linked.

The nation expanded and urbanized in the 1800s, changing the way American citizens viewed guns. In the 1700s, most people rarely traveled out of the small towns they lived in, so interactions with strangers were uncommon. But as cities grew and more Americans traveled to seek employment opportunities, they had increased contact with strangers, and an influx of European immigrants in the 1840s meant that Americans were living amongst people that they knew far less frequently than in the past. People were wary of outgroups and this produced a lack of trust and the rise of an individualist mentality, so people armed themselves with concealed knives and pistols for self-protection. This led to deadlier interpersonal violence and prompted states to introduce gun control legislation. Between 1813 and 1829 several gun control laws were passed, limiting the ability of citizens to carry guns in public. These laws were often adapted from the 1328 Statute of Northampton, an English law which banned the open carry of certain weapons to prevent public terror at the sight of a weapon. More states added similar laws between 1830 and 1850, and some, like Kentucky and Georgia, also banned the carrying of concealed arms.

Courts usually upheld these laws, determining that the right to bear arms “had nothing to do with personal self-defense” and that “weapons that had little connection to military preparedness were not given any constitutional protection.” The courts also “acknowledged that militia weapons were constitutionally protected” but that “the state could still regulate the manner in which these weapons might be kept or borne,” suggesting that courts still saw the right to bear arms as a civic duty linked to the idea of a well-regulated militia.

This view was upheld in *U.S. vs Cruikshank*, the first Supreme Court ruling regarding the Second Amendment. The case originated when a contested election in Louisiana led to both the Democratic and Republican candidates claiming victory. The Democratic sheriff formed an armed posse of white men to take control of the courthouse, and in response the Republican incumbent drafted his own black armed force to protect the building from a Democratic takeover. After an attempt at a truce failed, the Democrats besieged the courthouse, culminating with what became known as the Colfax Massacre: the white Democrats set fire to
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the building and then slaughtered the black Republican defenders as they fled the burning courthouse.25 Three of the Democrats involved were initially found guilty under the Enforcement Acts, which protected the newly freed blacks’ ability to access the rights guaranteed in the Bill of Rights, including the right to bear arms. However, the Supreme Court overturned this decision, arguing that the Second Amendment only prevented the federal government from making laws that infringed upon the right, and that while the federal government could intervene to stop state and local governments from violating these rights, it had no control over private citizens or vigilante groups as had been the case in the Colfax Massacre.126 This allowed the states freedom in regulating the militia and firearms, casting aside the individual view of the Second Amendment and emphasizing a states’ rights reading of the civic duty enshrined in the Second Amendment.127

While the American West in the 1800s is remembered as a wild, lawless frontier full of cowboys and bandits engaging in stand-offs, this perception largely emerged from popular culture and a mythologization of the Wild West for the purpose of entertainment and profit after the Civil War.128 In reality, frontier towns like Dodge City, Kansas or Deadwood, South Dakota had relatively few murders, and this was a result of strict gun control ordinances.129 While guns were prevalent, nearly every frontier town had laws prohibiting the carrying of guns by anyone other than law enforcement within the town borders.130 People arriving in town were often expected to turn their guns in to the authorities in exchange for some sort of receipt, similar to a coat check at a theater.131 Concealed carry was also prohibited in many Western territories, and the illegal carrying of concealed weapons was actually the second most common cause for arrest in frontier towns, showing that sheriffs enforced these gun control laws.132

The First Federal Gun Control

Following the Civil War, the federal government expanded its powers. While it had originally focused on national security, foreign policy, and monetary policy, the federal government now inserted itself into more aspects of the socio-economic lives of Americans, including crime. In 1919, Congress ratified the Eighteenth Amendment which banned the manufacturing, distribution, and sale of alcohol. The goal of Prohibition was to lower crime and prevent danger resulting from alcohol overconsumption, but it actually instigated more crime, stimulating a
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massive black market which quickly came under the control of organized crime rings.\textsuperscript{133} Disputes between gangs over production facilities, markets, and political alliances (through bribery of local police or politicians) led to bloody skirmishes.\textsuperscript{134} These were made even bloodier by the Thompson submachine gun, an automatic weapon which was easy to carry and produced devastating results, easily becoming the go-to for the gangster.\textsuperscript{135} While instances of gun violence involving gangsters were not actually common, the media triggered fear in the public by sensationalizing stories about shootouts, such as the St. Valentine’s Day massacre, where Al Capone’s gang set up and murdered another group of bootleggers.\textsuperscript{136} Additionally, bank robbers and highway bandits like Bonnie and Clyde, George “Machine Gun” Kelly, and John Dillinger utilized guns in their schemes, including automatic weapons like the Thompson submachine gun, drawing a lot of media attention as well.\textsuperscript{137}

The public’s fear of gun violence, stoked by the media, led to the first federal gun legislation: the 1934 National Firearms Act. This law instituted a high tax on the manufacture, sale, and transportation of certain weapons—including sawed-off shotguns and rifles, automatic machine guns, and silencers—which effectively doubled their cost.\textsuperscript{138} It also required that these firearms be registered with the Secretary of the Treasury and that the purchaser provide fingerprints.\textsuperscript{139} This legislation was upheld in the Supreme Court case \textit{U.S. vs. Miller} (1939).\textsuperscript{140} The Federal Firearms Act of 1938 followed, making gun manufacturers, importers, and dealers obtain a federal firearms license and maintain customer records.\textsuperscript{141} Additionally, the act defined a group of “prohibited persons” who weren’t allowed to buy guns, including convicted felons.\textsuperscript{142} The National Firearms Act and Federal Firearms Act were some of the first instances of gun control legislation emerging as a response to media hype and mass panic surrounding gun violence, rather than just being crafted to deal with the most pressing policy needs at the time.

\textbf{Gun Control in the 1960s}

The next wave of regulation came in the 1960s, again prompted by acts of gun use and gun violence that frightened the American public. First, there were several major assassinations: President John F. Kennedy in 1963, Martin Luther King Jr. in 1968, and Senator Robert F. Kennedy just two months later. Additionally, after a period of relative stability, crime rates were rising—from 1964 to 1967, murders with guns went up 51%, aggravated assaults with guns by
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84%, and armed robberies by 57%. This increase in crime was partially a result of the devastation of African American communities by racist housing policies, unfair police treatment, discriminatory employment procedures, and destructive urban renewal projects. This left many African Americans impoverished and disadvantaged, with little access to well-paying jobs, neighborhoods that were falling apart, and essentially no government assistance. This lead some black men to turn to crime, often armed robberies, to provide for themselves and their families. They typically used small, cheap pistols which became known as “Saturday night specials,” since they were used to rob people going out on the weekends. These easily concealable, cheap handguns were not purchased exclusively by black men, but the media called extra attention to these firearms when they were used by black men, breeding an association between gun violence and black men and stoking fear among white Americans. The 1960s also saw increasing racial tensions in the form of race riots in major cities like New York City and Detroit, which increased panic about the idea of armed, violent African Americans.

The factors surrounding race ultimately played a role in the passage of the Gun Control Act of 1968. This law replaced the Federal Firearms Act of 1938, expanding the definition of machine gun and adding “destructive devices” like bombs, mines, and grenades to the definition of firearm. The law also banned the shipping of guns across state lines by anyone except a federally licensed dealer or collector, expanded the federal licensing system to anyone selling weapons for the purpose of making money, and prohibited the importation of small, easily concealable firearms without a clear “sporting purpose.” Finally, it mandated that all guns bear a serial number and expanded the “prohibited persons” list to include felons, the mentally ill, users and addicts of controlled substances, illegal aliens, and others, as well as introducing an age restriction of 21 on the purchase of handguns.

However, the assassinations and escalating crime rates did not alone inspire Congress to pass the Gun Control Act of 1968—instead, conflict between the Black Panthers and the California state government further persuaded Congress to pass the measure. Guns played a significant role in the Civil Rights Movement during the 1950s and 1960s, with the Black Panthers and others preaching that African Americans should arm themselves for self-defense, but this ultimately led to gun control measures on the state and federal levels. African Americans had first discovered the value of owning firearms for self-defense following the Civil War, when black Union soldiers returned home to the South with their guns, purchased from the Union Army for a reasonably cheap price, and used them to defend themselves against angry white mobs and white
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supremacist groups.\textsuperscript{149} During the 1960s, some blacks felt that the peaceful protests were not effective enough and simply led to blacks being beaten without any ability to protect themselves. Thus, many blacks began to purchase firearms, keeping them in their home and on their person for protection, believing that the muzzle of a gun would be the only thing that violent, racist whites would understand.\textsuperscript{150} However, the Black Panthers’ attempts to use firearms for protection in fact caused the government to create gun control measures preventing them from using guns.

The Black Panthers had been monitoring interactions between police and black residents by patrolling black neighborhoods in armed groups in an attempt to prevent police brutality.\textsuperscript{151} Racial tensions were heightened after an armed group of the Black Panthers occupied the steps of the California Legislature in Sacramento on May 2, 1967, advocating for black Americans to “arm themselves against this terror before it is too late.”\textsuperscript{152} This demonstration led Governor Ronald Reagan to sign the Mulford Act, banning the open carry of loaded weapons, declaring that firearms were “a ridiculous way to solve problems that have to be solved among people of good will.”\textsuperscript{153} While Reagan and the National Rifle Association later supported gun rights in the 1980s, they were willing to support gun control in the 1960s when it fit their agenda and when arms were being used as a tool of justice and protection for African Americans.\textsuperscript{154}

The Rise of the Gun Rights Movement

Increasing efforts to ensure racial equality led many white Americans to become concerned that they were losing their place in American society, and ultimately drove the NRA and many others who had previously argued for gun control to begin a gun rights movement. Legislation like the Civil Rights Act gave blacks and other minorities more ability to stand up for their rights, and “many working- and middle-class white men…felt threatened by these massive social changes.”\textsuperscript{155} They perceived “a loss of status and power, a decline in the rights and privileges they enjoy as individuals but are able to obtain partly because they belong to a dominant social group” and felt that the government was giving minorities advantages at the expense of their way of life.\textsuperscript{156} This popularized the notion of individualism among white Americans, who believed they need to defend their individual rights, most importantly the right to bear arms. They feared “big” government was extending its control too far with legislation that extended the rights of minority
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groups, and they believed that the “loss of gun rights will lead to the loss of all other individual rights and freedoms.” Additionally, the NRA underwent a dramatic transformation in the 1970s. While the organization had originally focused on firearms safety and marksmanship training, a group of hard-liners who were strong believers in the Second Amendment organized a leadership coup, forcing out the older members who focused on guns as recreation and shifting the NRA’s focus to gun rights and preventing gun regulation. This was the beginning of the gun rights movement, and the racial factors outlined above led to many white Americans joining the NRA and becoming Second Amendment hard-liners themselves.

The start of the gun rights movement led to the first federal act that mostly relaxed gun control, the Firearms Owners Protection Act in 1986. This legislation created protections for gun owners by prohibiting a national registry of dealer records, limiting ATF inspections to once per year, allowing licensed dealers to sell firearms at gun shows, and decreasing the amount of regulation on the sale and transfer of ammunition. However, it limited guns in one major way: banning the ownership or transfer by civilians of automatic weapons made after the passage of the act on May 19, 1986.

Gun Control Developments in Recent History
The next federal action on gun control came in the 1990s after an assassination attempt on President Ronald Reagan left White House Press Secretary James Brady permanently disabled. While the culprit had purchased the gun legally, some details which later emerged led to questions over who should be allowed to buy firearms; the culprit did not live at the address on the driver’s license he provided, and while he suffered from mental illness there were no documents that the seller could access that said this. By signing the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act of 1993 into law, President Bill Clinton hoped to prevent similar people from buying a gun in the future, so the law made background checks mandatory before a firearm could be transferred from a licensed dealer, manufacturer, or importer to an unlicensed individual. It also created the National Instant Criminal Background Check System (NICS), run by the FBI,
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and imposed 5-day waiting periods on the transfer of firearms until the NICS went into effect in 1998.\textsuperscript{165} While the 5-day waiting periods were eventually ruled illegal, the NICS was already up and running by this point.

The late 1980s and early 1990s saw several mass shootings, most notably in Stockton, CA, where 29 children and one teacher were injured and five children were killed by a gunman wielding a semi-automatic rifle.\textsuperscript{166} This spurred an anti-assault weapons sentiment, and led Clinton to sign the Public Safety and Recreational Firearms Use Prevention Act in 1994 which has become known as the “assault weapons ban.” This law banned the manufacture, transfer, or possession of 19 military-style semiautomatic assault weapons unless it was legally acquired before the law was passed.\textsuperscript{167} It also prohibited the manufacture for civilian use of high-capacity magazines with more than ten rounds, but the act was only a temporary measure that lasted until 2004.\textsuperscript{168}

In the 21st century, the only major federal gun law came under President George W. Bush, and was beneficial to the gun industry. The 2005 Protection of Lawful Commerce in Arms Act prevented firearms manufacturers and licensed dealers from being blamed and held liable for negligence if a crime was committed with one of their guns. This law does nothing to lessen the number of guns in the hands of civilians nor to promote the safe ownership and operation of guns.

In the next section, we will analyze the legal history of gun control and the Second Amendment, particularly the Supreme Court cases that instruct gun policy, through the lens of different interpretations of the Constitution.

\textbf{Legal Considerations}

Although we are examining a preemption issue, we must also consider the greater context of the Constitution and the Second Amendment to examine whether the laws infringe on basic American rights. Understanding the different ways that the Constitution can be read is crucial to creating legally compliant gun policy. For a law to be deemed unconstitutional a majority of justices must agree, which makes understanding how the justices read the Constitution so important. There are two major schools of thought when it comes to the Constitution: textualists
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Textualists believe that the Constitution is an unchanging document and that it is necessary to read the document in the context of the time it was written in. Textualists are considered to be the conservatives of the court, and they have a strict understanding of the Constitution. A firm textualist would say that all cases dealing with constitutional issues should be decided based on what the Founding Fathers would have wanted. A lot of their analysis is based on historical background. They consider their interpretation to be a strict understanding of the amendments as written. A textualist would not believe in changing with the times or with the culture of the day. If a textualist wants to see an evolution of the Constitution they would advocate for adding another amendment. In the Supreme Court the most notable textualist was former Chief Justice Antonin Scalia, who was known for looking only at the words on the page or, as he put it, “The text is the law.” Joshua Prince, who is currently the council representing the groups suing the City of Pittsburgh over the legislation, also considers himself to be a strict textualist. He believes that if any gun legislation is going to be passed, the Constitution must first be amended. Justice Scalia wrote the majority opinion in District of Columbia v. Heller, 554 U.S. 570, which is the current precedent for the Second Amendment.

“Living Constitution” proponents have a somewhat looser interpretation of the Constitution and are generally the court’s liberal justices. A living constitutionalist considers the Constitution to be a living document that was designed with some level of flexibility to account for societal changes. They believe that the founding fathers took much care to craft the words in the Constitution and that the minutiae of the language is incredibly important, but that constitutional interpretation must take some account of how society changes over time. Thurgood Marshall is considered one of the Supreme Court’s best examples of a living constitutionalist, stating that he “do[es] not believe that the meaning of the Constitution was forever ‘fixed’ at the Philadelphia Convention.” He claims that by including the three-fifths compromise the Constitution was “defective” to start with and needed several amendments after the Civil War to get where it is
today.\textsuperscript{176} Including the three-fifths compromise shows that the Constitution is a product of the time it was written in and thus cannot govern all aspects of modern life. If constitutional interpretation is not adapted to the current situation in the country, it would be rendered obsolete. \textsuperscript{177} In \textit{District of Columbia v. Heller} Justice Stephen Breyer wrote the dissent from the perspective of a living constitutionalist.

When it comes to the Second Amendment, most judges and legal commentators believe it confers either a collective right to defend the freedom of the community or an individual right to own a gun for purposes of both collective defense and self-defense. One other interpretation is Saul Cornell’s argument in \textit{A Well-Regulated Militia} that the right to bear arms in the Constitution was actually a civic obligation.\textsuperscript{178} Cornell claims that the Second Amendment was added as a "civic right that guaranteed that citizens would be able to keep and bear those arms needed to meet their legal obligation to participate in a well-regulated militia."\textsuperscript{179} His theory claims that the civic right was the dominant understanding of the Second Amendment for the first century of American history. According to Cornell, the collective understanding came from Anti-federalist sentiments of maintaining state control, while the individual interpretation came from people fearing for their safety. Cornell concludes the individual and collective understandings can be read in the Second Amendment, neither are what the Founding Fathers originally intended it to mean. However, most cases dealing with the Second Amendment center around a debate over whether the right to keep and bear arms is an individual right or a collective right. A collective right would imply that a person’s right to have a gun is only in the context of what would be used in a militia.\textsuperscript{180} In this argument a person would only need a gun to fight against the tyranny and the militia would be under the control of the respective state. Since \textit{District of Columbia v. Heller}, the collective right interpretation has become associated with liberal justices.

The individual right is exactly what it sounds like: an individual person has the right to own a gun that is not related to any other social obligation.\textsuperscript{181} Proponents of the individual right interpretation believe that people should have that right for sport and recreation or for protecting themselves or their family. In this view, the government has no right to take away guns from law-abiding citizens for any reason. At the extreme, individual rights advocates believe that the government has no right to prevent any person from owning any gun that could have military
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uses.\textsuperscript{182} The individual right to own a gun is now associated with conservative justices, who advocate a textualist approach to constitutional interpretation. \textit{DC. v. Heller} established the individual right to own a gun as protected by the Second Amendment. Prior to that, in cases like \textit{United States v. Miller}, 307 U.S. 174 (1939) the collective versus an individual right was never clear, but the prominent understanding was that it was a collective right.\textsuperscript{183}

\textbf{Supreme Court Cases}
\textit{District of Columbia v. Heller} (2007) was the first time the Supreme Court ruled on gun ownership since the case of \textit{Miller}. The court’s decision was seen as moving away from its earlier interpretations, with the Supreme Court ruling that the right to own a gun was an individual right.\textsuperscript{184} The court held that

The Second Amendment protects an individual right to possess a firearm unconnected with service in a militia, and to use that arm for traditionally lawful purposes, such as self-defense within the home.\textsuperscript{185}

That means that the government cannot restrict people’s access to guns without substantial government interest. Substantial government interest in the context of guns would include preventing felons from owning guns and removing guns from the possession of people proven to be mentally unsound. The ruling came from the conservative majority in a five to four decision. \textsuperscript{186} The \textit{Heller} ruling shifted away from the traditional understanding of the \textit{Miller} decision, but according to Justice Scalia did not reverse the precedent.

\textit{United States v. Miller} was brought to the Supreme Court by the government on behalf of Jack Miller and Frank Layton. They were arrested carrying a sawed-off shotgun in violation of the National Firearms Act of 1934.\textsuperscript{187} The court ruled that the Second Amendment does not protect a person’s right to own all types of guns under all types of circumstances. Previous to \textit{Heller}, \textit{Miller} was interpreted to mean that the right to own a gun is a collective right necessary to the upkeep of a militia. Justice James McReynolds wrote the majority opinion and stated

In the absence of any evidence tending to show that possession or use of a ‘shotgun having a barrel of less than eighteen inches in length’ at this time has
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some reasonable relationship to the preservation or efficiency of a well regulated militia, we cannot say that the Second Amendment guarantees the right to keep and bear such an instrument.

*District of Columbia v. Heller* centered around the passage of gun legislation in Washington D.C. which banned the possession of handguns unless owned by a current or retired law enforcement officer. People falling into that category had to have a special license issued by the Chief of Police. Any other type of lawfully owned firearm in the home “must also be unloaded and disassembled or bound by a trigger lock or similar device” unless they are in a business or are being used for sport.189 Dick Heller was a resident of D.C. and was allowed to carry a firearm during his job as a special police officer in the Federal Judicial Center.190 He applied for a license to keep a firearm in his home and was denied. He then reached out to the NRA about filing a lawsuit.191

Dick Heller reached out to the NRA to see if they would represent him in challenging the D.C. gun laws. The NRA was not interested in representing Heller in the case because they feared an undesirable decision would set back the goals of gun rights activists.192 Libertarian lawyer Robert A. Levy came across Heller’s name through his pro-gun connection and chose him to be one of six plaintiffs in his suit against the city of D.C.193 He was not only a member of the legal team, but also bankrolled the entire case. By Levy’s own estimates a case lasting five years accumulating as many hours as *Heller* did would have “cost up to half a million bucks,” although he claimed to have not spent “anything near that. Not even in the ballpark.”194 Levy made his fortune from wealth management, giving him the freedom to go to law school in his forties and serve on the board of libertarian organizations like the Institute for Justice and the Cato Institute.195 It was through his associates from these organization that he met the two other lawyers that would make up the legal team for the suit, Alan Gura and Clark Neily.196 They began connecting to different groups in order to find the best plaintiffs for the case. Originally, the suit consisted of six plaintiffs who were purposely chosen for their diversity in order to not
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only swing the justices, but also swing “the court of public opinion.”

Levy claimed that plaintiffs were chosen based on

who would project favorably and be able to communicate with the media and the public. Ideally, they should be diverse—by gender, race, profession, income, and age. They should believe fervently but not fanatically in Second Amendment rights, fear for their safety within their homes, and have need of a loaded weapon for self-defense. Naturally, we wanted law-abiding, responsible citizens.

They eventually narrowed the number down to six plaintiffs, four of whom were white and two of whom were black. Additionally, three were men and three were women. The team then chose the lead plaintiff from the six, an African American woman named Shelly Parker. She had several conflicts with drug dealers on her block after reporting them to the police and encouraging her neighbors to do the same. Eventually, someone broke into her home and threatened her life, which she also reported to the police. Due to the high crime in her neighborhood and the clearly documented threat to her life she was seen as the ideal candidate to be the face of the case. The suit against the City of D.C. was originally filed under her name, hence its original title, *Parker v. District of Columbia*, 311 F. Supp. 2d 103 (D.D.C. 2004).

The choice to bring this case at the time they brought it was no accident. Libertarians and gun rights activists had been waiting for their chance to challenge the dominant understanding of the Second Amendment for decades. The law in D.C. had been in place since 1975 and had never been disputed. Levy and his team however, saw the shifting court and understood that it could be their chance to get a favorable ruling. Levy says that the team modeled their legal strategy after Thurgood Marshall’s strategy during the Civil Rights Movement. They waited for a court that could help them, chose plaintiffs that would do well in the public eye, and made sure to not ask too much. The team understood exactly what they were doing. They wanted to bring this suit to the highest court in hopes of expanding the Second Amendment and turning it from a collective to an individual right.
Parker v. District of Columbia was filed in the District of Columbia. The District Court ruled in favor of the District of Columbia and found the legislation to be constitutional because they interpreted the Second Amendment to be a collective right based on the Supreme Court’s decision in United States v. Miller. The court found that their personal ownership of a handgun had nothing to do with the maintenance of a well-regulated militia under the precedent set by Miller. The libertarian law team then appealed to the District of Columbia Court of Appeals.

In the Court of Appeals, D.C. lost their case and the law was struck down. The Court of Appeals interpreted Miller and the Second Amendment to be an individual right. They became the second federal court ever to find an individual right in the Second Amendment. The only other at the time came from the fifth circuit in United States v. Emerson, 270 F.3d 203 (5th Cir. 2001). That case was denied certiorari, a review by the Supreme Court, and never brought to the highest court. That meant the D.C. appeals court was making the choice to find an individual right in the Second Amendment with no real precedent. Until the Supreme Court decided on Heller, lower courts had a lot of discretion in Second Amendment cases, which was a weakness Levy and his team knew they could exploit.

It was in the D.C. Federal Court of Appeals that the plaintiffs besides Heller were found to have no standing. Standing means that a plaintiff in the case must show some sort of harm or injury by specific law before suing. None of the other five had ever actually requested a license to own a handgun. The court deemed that because they never applied for a gun, they were never denied and because they were never denied they could not prove any harm from the law. The plaintiffs didn’t apply because the process was long and because of the strict wording of the law. They knew they would have been denied. Levy called the process a “perfect Catch-22.” You couldn’t apply for a handgun in D.C. without first owning one, but you couldn’t buy one without the license. Only Heller, who had bought a handgun in another state, could legally prove that it belonged to him and he had been denied. By applying for the license Heller could not be prevented from bringing the case to court based on standing. Heller became the new face of the case when it moved to the Supreme Court because of the extreme planning of those around him seeking to expand the Second Amendment. He wasn’t the perfect plaintiff. Heller was not as
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sympathetic of a figure as Parker or some of the other plaintiffs because he was a much more fervent believer in the Second Amendment and didn’t have any documented threats against his life like Shelly Parker and some of the others.\textsuperscript{214}

When the case reached the Supreme Court, former Chief Justice Antonin Scalia wrote the majority opinion. The opinion relied heavily on the grammar used in the Second Amendment. He even went so far as to analyze the use of the words “keep” and “bear.” The largest focus of his analysis was on the distinction between the prefatory clause, which tells the purpose, and the operative clause, which is the protected legal right of the Second Amendment.\textsuperscript{215} The two clauses are separated by the comma in the middle of the amendment.\textsuperscript{216} The rights denoted in the two clauses give the right to bear arms a collective and an individual interpretation. Scalia states that the court found textual evidence in the Second Amendment

\begin{quote}

\textit{guarantee[s] the individual right to possess and carry weapons in case of confrontation. This meaning is strongly confirmed by the historical background of the Second Amendment.}\textsuperscript{217}
\end{quote}

He claimed that \textit{Miller} and other Second Amendment cases never expressly said the individual right didn’t exist because they were dealing with issues that wouldn’t fall under the operative clause. By essentially ignoring the prefatory clause, Scalia reasoned that the D.C. law was unconstitutional because it limited individuals’ right to bear arms.\textsuperscript{218}

The prefatory clause of the Second Amendment, according to Scalia, is the section that deals with the well-regulated militia. It states “A well regulated militia, being necessary to the security of a free state,” which the amendment follows with the operative clause, which states “the right to bear arms shall not be infringed.”\textsuperscript{219} Scalia claimed the prefatory clause was included to put the Second Amendment into context. He explained when it comes to operative and prefatory clause that, “The former does not limit the latter grammatically, but rather announces a purpose,” because “apart from that clarifying function, a prefatory clause does not limit or expand the scope of the operative clause.”\textsuperscript{220} The reason that the Founding Fathers included an individual right to bear arms is because they needed to be able to call on an a militia. Scalia then went on to give a small history lesson, explaining that the colonists had been disarmed by King George III and so the Founding Fathers thought state militias were necessary to prevent the kind of tyranny
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they had been subjected to under British rule. The prefatory clause is, at its basis, the context for the rights in the rest of the amendment.\textsuperscript{221}

In Scalia’s view, the operative clause means that people have the individual right to keep and bear arms stating, “We start therefore with a strong presumption that the Second Amendment right is exercised individually and belongs to all Americans."\textsuperscript{222} He put the amendment into a historical context by explaining the history of the United States and guns. Scalia explained that the term “the right to bear arms” was used in the 18th century to mean the right to keep and use weapons.\textsuperscript{223} Scalia finds fault in the idea that the right to bear arms only works in the context of a militia by writing

In any event, the meaning of “bear arms” that petitioners and Justice Stevens propose is not even the (sometimes) idiomatic meaning. Rather, they manufacture a hybrid definition, whereby “bear arms” connotes the actual carrying of arms (and therefore is not really an idiom) but only in the service of an organized militia. No dictionary has ever adopted that definition, and we have been apprised of no source that indicates that it carried that meaning at the time of the founding.\textsuperscript{224}

He put the operative clause into context by explaining that the early colonists needed these guns to protect themselves in self-defense. He also linked the amendment to its ties to English common law because “the Second Amendment was not intended to lay down a “novel principle[e]” but rather codified a right ‘inherited from our English ancestors’.”\textsuperscript{225} There was a long tradition of the right to bear arms in common law. At different points in the history of law in England and the early colonies the individual right to own a gun under certain circumstances was expressed.\textsuperscript{226} Scalia explained that owning a useful and common gun like a hand gun and being able to keep that gun in an operational way in your own home for protection has always been part of American life. The long history combined with the operative clause caused Scalia to rule that the right to bear arms was both an individual and collective right.\textsuperscript{227}

At the end of his opinion Scalia also explained that while this right is unenumerated in our Constitution its does have limitations.\textsuperscript{228} He stated that he understood that cities in the United
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States have to deal with the issue of gun violence. Municipalities can still make laws that deal with guns. However, they can’t outright ban people from owning common guns, like handguns, for protection purposes. This part of the decision leaves a lot of room for interpretation by states because it does not expressly say what can and cannot be regulated.

The case was groundbreaking for pro-gun activists. For the first time the Supreme Court recognized their individual right to own a gun. However, it was not the total win that some pro-gun activists wanted. The decision still left regulatory power to states when it comes to guns and made it clear that cities and states could require things like a license from people. It was the strategy of the legal team for *Heller* to argue that some regulatory power be given over guns. Levy and his team understood that it was important to not seem to radical. They understood that by not asking that all guns be legal under all circumstances their case would be more palatable for the swing justices. In the end that strategy worked and the highest court ruled in their favor. The law only applied to D.C. because the District is totally under control of the federal government. For a constitutional right to apply to the states it must be incorporated by the Supreme Court on an amendment by amendment basis. It was not applied to the rest of the country until *McDonald v. Chicago*, 561 U.S. 742 (2010).

Four justices found that the decision was wrong. In his dissent, Justice Stevens explained that the right is based on military readiness. He explained that the framers never intended the right to encompass the common law practice of the right to own a gun for protection. He made the point that the framers were familiar with laws that explicitly give individuals the right to own a gun and specifically didn’t include that right in the Second Amendment. Justice Breyer also wrote a dissent in which he explained that the right to own a gun was not absolute. He also explained that at the time the Constitution was written laws restricting the use and ownership of guns existed in several states. These dissents show that even though the individual right to own a gun is now precedent, there is still abundant legal scholarship that strongly argues the opposite.

In the next section, we will explore gun control policies in other cities in America and in the U.K., Canada, and Australia. Analyzing the goals and results of these policies help guide our recommendations to the City Council through unique perspectives.
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Comparative Policies

Analyzing Policies in Other Cities
Since other cities face preemption and issues of gun violence, we considered what they have done in response to their issues to build our recommendations. We focused on the examples of Boston, Austin, and Philadelphia. These three exemplify that municipal law is almost entirely determined by the extent to which the relevant state law allows cities to legislate, and then by what each city sees as its priority with respect to preventing gun violence. While Pittsburgh is in a period of reaction to a hate-motivated mass shooting, Philadelphia’s laws target gang violence and at-risk youth, Austin seeks to preserve its citizens’ rights to carry guns as freely as possible, and Boston largely seeks to prevent accidents and thefts. Therefore, while the legislation enacted in these three cities might not be helpful for Pittsburgh, these examples are useful in justifying increased home rule. If these three cities are justified in pursuing different strategies to enact firearm regulation for their vastly different goals, municipalities require more freedom to enact laws that solve their unique problems.

I. Philadelphia
Philadelphia is, of course, in a similar position to Pittsburgh when it comes to dealing with Pennsylvania’s state preemption law. Also like Pittsburgh, and perhaps even more so, Philadelphia has attempted to enact comprehensive gun legislation over the past several years only to have it struck down repeatedly at the state Supreme Court level. To combat this, in 2019, the mayor’s office put forward the “Philadelphia Roadmap to Safer Communities,” a set of community initiatives designed to prevent gun violence by regulating and improving the social conditions that cause it, since they are largely prohibited from legislating guns themselves. They include “Operation Pinpoint,” the Youth Violence Reduction Partnership (YVRP), a community crisis intervention program (CCIP), and grassroots organization to stop gun violence. Operation Pinpoint will be conducted through the police department, and includes increased surveillance in neighborhoods with high crime rates. The YVRP includes home visits, job training, drug treatment, and referrals for counseling youth at risk of becoming involved in violent activity or those who have already been victims of it, and their families. The CCIP and the grassroots organizing both have a “boots on the ground” approach to curtailing the gang and youth violence that Philadelphia is seeking to address here and involve donations to nearly 50 existing community organizations and employing crisis workers who are respected in their communities to work in their neighborhoods on ending the “cycle of violence” present there.
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Our analysis suggests that these types of programs have the potential to lower firearm mortality rates, although there are no public statistics of the success of these programs. Importantly, these programs can be feasibly passed in the face of Pennsylvania’s state preemption law. Also, these initiatives are commendable for their efforts to address some of the other underlying causes of gun violence, like neglected communities whose members turn to gang violence in desperation. Although Pittsburgh legislators are likely justified in arguing that eliminating guns from our city limits could help decrease the number of shootings, mass and otherwise, Philadelphia lawmakers are also correct that in the absence of the opportunity to legislate about guns directly, community activism can be an effective tool for attacking gun violence at its earliest stages, sometimes even before the weapon has been purchased. These Philadelphia laws highlight a focus on crimes other than hate-motivated mass shootings, which is wise, since such events, while deeply traumatic for not only the victims directly involved but also for a whole generation of schoolchildren, are far less common than gang or domestic violence. Even though Pittsburgh had a different goal in responding to the mass shooting, and it thus structured its ordinances differently, it also sought to respond to other forms of gun violence through its Child Access Prevention Law and Red Flag Law. Incorporating these programs into that response would strengthen its ability to take municipal action to solve more commonplace issues of gun violence.

II.  Austin
Austin has different priorities than Philadelphia and Pittsburgh when it comes to gun rights and restrictions, and it exemplifies what gun laws look like when they are being constructed with gun owners in mind instead of the potential and actual victims of gun violence. Nevertheless, gun owners in Austin do not have free reign to do whatever they want; that guns are still regulated more heavily within Austin city limits than in rural parts of the state is further proof that some restrictions on gun rights are acceptable even to those most stringent defenders of the Second Amendment. In Austin, open carry has been permitted since 2016 and requires a license to do so, however if you had a concealed carry license previously it carries over and permits you to open carry as well. Additionally, no one is allowed to carry a gun while at work except for police officers, and guns are not permitted in certain public buildings like schools, courthouses, and private businesses with visible signage disallowing guns. Certain deadly weapons like machine guns and short barrel firearms are also banned by Texas state law, and Austin appears to have made no attempt to expand this list within its municipality.

III. Boston
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Boston and Massachusetts represent the opposite end of the gun legislation spectrum to Austin and Texas. In Boston, potential gun owners are required to report their purchase before or during the transaction and register their gun within a week, take a firearms or hunting safety course, pass a live fire test before a representative from the Boston Police Department, undergo a background check, and safely store their gun in their home. Additionally, various assault weapons are banned in the city consistent with Massachusetts state law. Boston’s municipal laws indicate that the city is interested in preventing accidents and thefts more than assaults, consistent with them requiring such extensive safety training and licensing, and safe storage. However, we are interested in measures similar to these as a deterrent for those who attempt to purchase a gun with the intention of committing a violent crime, whether mass or domestic, since these people are less likely than well-meaning civilians to want to sit for a training course and register their guns, even if they can pass a cursory background check. The current Pittsburgh legislation focuses on regulating the “use” of assault weapons, since that word is conspicuously left out of the preemption clause, so we are interested in how some of these regulatory measures might be tweaked to fit within the confines of what Pittsburgh lawmakers are allowed to do, as well as what we would ideally pass if preemption were no object.

Analyzing Policies in the U.K., Canada, and Australia

In the pursuit of solutions for gun violence, American politicians may take legislative advice from other English-speaking nations such as the U.K., Australia, and Canada. These countries have much lower rates of gun deaths and injuries. This will be an analysis of what firearm legislation they have implemented, how successful it was, and if it is possible to implement those same policies in the United States. Possible implementation will be based upon historical and current positions regarding the Second Amendment as held up by the Supreme Court.

The United Kingdom has the lowest rates of both gun ownership per capita and the lowest rate of gun deaths per capita. This is at least in part due to the extensive gun legislation that limits the ability of average citizens to attain firearms, which was implemented throughout the 20th century.

U.K. legislators have different constraints on their capacity for legislation due to the lack of a written constitution and the lack of a corresponding Second Amendment. Instead U.K. legislators had to contend with the Bill of Rights, whose wording for the right of citizenry to hold and maintain firearms was considerably more limited.
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The exact wording from 1689 was “That the subjects which are Protestants may have arms for their defense suitable to their conditions and as allowed by law.” This was specifically in the aftermath of the English Civil War and the Glorious Revolution. The Bill of Rights protected the Protestant citizenry and country from potentially dangerous Catholic-influenced kings. This document was considerably weaker than the Second Amendment for multiple reasons. Firstly, the original text only specified that Protestants may have arms, meaning that this right wasn’t universal to the entire population. Secondly, defense suitable to their conditions further places a limit on what firearms are acceptable. Lastly, “allowed by law” means that any further legislation supersedes this portion of the Bill of Rights should that legislation be implemented. Without something as durable as the Second Amendment granting the right to bear arms, that right dwindled in the U.K.

The right for private citizens to own firearms was largely taken away during the early 20th century. Beginning with the repeal of the initial portion of the Bill of Rights detailed above, with the caveat that the right could just as easily be reimplemented through “use of the ballot box.” This once again highlights the difference in severity and weight the English Bill of Rights had compared to the U.S. Constitution. To implement a similar policy in the United States would likely require the repeal of the Second Amendment. This is an arduous process that requires mass mobilization and agreement from a vast majority of states in the Union. The U.S. Congress could never pass as a simple majority backed bill to dramatically limit access to firearms like what was done in the United Kingdom.

Lastly, something that many American legislators need to understand about the United Kingdom’s actions and success on reducing gun violence is the sheer length of time required to implement all the policies that created the system as it is known in the U.K. today, which has almost a century of different laws being enforced. Any reform passed will likely take time, and patience needs to be present in excess if the benefits of legislation can take place.

The United States cannot borrow much policy from the United Kingdom. Many reforms passed there would surely run afoul of the Second Amendment and be struck down in court in this country. It would be best to look elsewhere for suggestions for gun legislation.

Australia is a much younger country than either the U.S. or the U.K., and as such has less history to draw upon. However, the most important aspect of its legal system relating to firearms is that, like in the U.K., there is no constitutional right to bear arms. This allowed Australian legislators to respond quickly and decisively to a horrific act of violence in 1996 that left dozens dead or wounded with broad legislation of mandatory buybacks, bans of semi-automatic weapons, bans on imported firearms, and a statute that self-defense was no longer a viable reason to own a
firearm. Combined, these laws massively reduced the number of firearms available in the country.

This legislation likely would not have passed if there had been a Second Amendment equivalent. A mandatory buyback is akin to confiscation with a monetary reward, which very much violates that right of an individual to bear arms. Bans of semi-automatic weapons would be contentious. Imported firearms are not much of an issue as many American firearms are made inside the country.

The only potential ideas American lawmakers could draw from Australia would be a voluntary buyback system, mandatory training for those who own a firearm, and potentially a ban of semi-automatic weapons if the Supreme Court was of a sympathetic nature, which cannot currently be counted on.

Canada is considerably different from both the U.K. and Australia in terms of its legislation for firearms but is still much more extensive than the United States. Instead of focusing on confiscation, which would be legal given that Canadian citizens do not have the legal right to bear arms, Canada has implemented an extensive licensing, registration, and training system to reduce gun violence and deaths.

Every citizen who owns a firearm requires a license which necessitates both training and an extensive background check. On top of that, every firearm is registered in a national police database. Citizens also require special licenses to carry firearms outside the home.

Canada has the most transferable policy that could be utilized by the United States. Free mandatory training, extensive background checks, and a national registry of firearms do not conflict with the current accepted legal interpretation of the Second Amendment. All that is required is the political will to implement these policies.

The U.K., Australia, and Canada lack the clear constitutional right to bear arms that the United States has, allowing them to pass much more extensive and invasive firearm legislation. While their rates of gun death and gun ownership are far lower per capita than the US, it is difficult to emulate much of their successful legislation without clashing directly with the Second Amendment of the Constitution. As such, looking elsewhere for legislative inspiration has not yielded many practical solutions for U.S. policymakers, and will likely not in the future with the possible exception of Canada.

In the next section, we will interpret the Second Amendment, describe our ethical framework for our analysis, and use it to analyze the Pittsburgh ordinances.
While history can offer us a descriptive account of the shifting interpretation of the Second Amendment and what constitutes good and just gun law, given the existing legal framework and constraints surrounding it, it is then necessary to devise a normative account of the principles underlying both the Second Amendment as well as later policies concerning guns. To do this, we need to first identify the moral principles that underlie the Second Amendment, and then relate them to and analyze them in the context of the principles upon which the new Pittsburgh legislation is founded.

Our approach is based on a harm reduction framework, since it is clear to us and to Pittsburgh’s local lawmakers that currently there is a gun violence crisis both in our city and nationally. Although we may differ from the Pittsburgh City Council in what we believe the most effective legislation would look like, we agree with them that if there is any action that could be taken to reduce gun violence and gun deaths, we have an obligation to take it. As gun violence in America is committed mostly by individuals or small groups of individuals, it should be mostly preventable, in so far as people can change their behaviors if properly incentivized. However, while addressing individual behaviors can make a difference, we argue that studying the underlying reasons for why people commit gun violence and the social conditions that permit it will be more effective than a purely incentives based approach. Knowing this, it is our responsibility to try and attack the problem of gun violence in a comprehensive way that gets at the heart of its many interrelated causes and meaningfully ameliorates the suffering it causes.

Second Amendment
We first analyze the language of the Second Amendment to determine the principles it is based on and how we wish to align them with our and situate them in our harm reduction framework. A plain reading of the Second Amendment suggests that “the security of a free state” is the most basic reason why the framers codify the right to keep and bear arms in the Bill of Rights. However, they thought that freedom could only be ensured if citizens are organized in a “well-regulated militia.” Digging deeper, the even more basic right that is being conferred by this amendment is to a “free state,” which from historical context meant freedom from monarchy, tyranny, and in general to a government that has authority through having the consent of the governed.

The currently upheld legal interpretation of the Second Amendment was drafted in *D.C. v Heller* by the late Justice Antonin Scalia, a self-avowed textualist. There is contention even among legal
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scholars over whether the position taken on guns and gun rights in *Heller* actually represents a textualist interpretation of the Constitution, or is simply aligned with Scalia’s personal views as stated elsewhere.251

Although textualism on its own as a philosophy does not inherently contain political attitudes, applying it in the case of the Second Amendment necessitates employing personal biases since there is no clear cut way to interpret it or know how stringently the right(s) guaranteed within it must be protected. Since the Second Amendment is written with an ambiguous grammatical structure, it is hard to make the argument that a single valid textualist interpretation of it exists. Scalia may be technically correct that the two clauses can and must be separated and treated as conferring two separate rights; however, a different textualist hoping to read a collective right into the Constitution might argue that the two clauses compose a single sentence and must be taken together and as informing each other. That is, the right to bear arms is directly related to the people’s right and responsibility to form a well-regulated militia to defend the country from tyranny and thus not for any other purposes. Since it can generate conflicting interpretations of the Second Amendment, we have decided to turn away from using textualism alone, to also using the historical context surrounding the writing of the Constitution to try and determine what the amendment truly means.

The framers were writing the Constitution on the heels of the American Revolution. American independence from British Empire would undeniably have been impossible without the prevalence of guns and their presence in the hands of militiamen. Given these recent events and their perception of a police state in France, the framers likely thought that the only way to guarantee that Americans could exercise their right not to be governed by a tyrannical monarchy would be if the citizens themselves had the right to own guns and then could muster a militia if the need arose.252 The fear was that if there was a standing army or police force at the behest of the government, even if the government itself was some kind of democratic republic, then the government would be able to secure the armed forces’ services for their own purposes and use them against the people, as the framers saw happening in France.253 To prevent this, individual citizens and not agents of the government must have a right to keep and bear arms, and would perhaps ideally be required to do so, so that the only armed forces would be citizens’ militias whose only interests could possibly be defending those of the citizens. Through this, we can see that the gun itself is not the thing; freedom is the thing. However, guns were seen as absolutely instrumental to guaranteeing access to freedom.

The Constitution was written in a context where there was no standing army, no police force, and essentially no legitimate functional government, as the charge of the various Constitutional Congresses was to build one. Additionally, the framers specifically feared the development of a standing army and the corruption it could lend easily to the government. In this context, it is perfectly understandable to think that guaranteeing everyone the right to own a gun would be instrumental in guaranteeing their right to freedom from tyranny. Acting collectively, as a well-regulated militia, the ragtag Americans had beaten the British regulars and it is reasonable to expect they could have taken on any elements of the government that turned against them. A problem with this line of thinking arises when elements of the government become heavily armed and well-regulated themselves, and when there are state police forces at the behest of local and national governments. Although Americans are still guaranteed their Second Amendment rights, the right to keep and bear arms is not enough to guarantee a right to freedom from tyranny when the government is armed because the government and its military can always be more armed than the people.

While the Second Amendment is still a fundamental right as outlined in the Bill of Rights, it cannot actually fulfill its own mission of conferring a right to freedom from tyranny through defending gun rights alone, and yet, its purview is limited based on the specificity in the operational clause. It is unclear how exactly this would translate to a modern setting. It is difficult to know what would guarantee the American citizenry the ability to defend itself against the government, given their current state of armament. While it might be effective, for example, to disarm the police, that is not exactly the kind of municipal legislation within the scope of this project, as we did not explicitly focus on police violence specifically as a phenomenon. It is likely futile to try and find an exact analogy explaining what would mean the same to me today as a gun did to an eighteenth century civilian. Therefore, we have focused our recommendations on what might guarantee us freedom from tyranny in a modern context, which we will explore more in discussions of specific recommendations.

Additionally, the conception of who was actually covered by the right guaranteed in the Constitution would likely have been relatively limited compared to who we would like to see it apply to today. The Second Amendment simply refers to those it confers rights upon as the “American people,” which would have been interpreted differently by its contemporaries than it hopefully would today. As evinced by the notorious “three-fifths compromise,” as well as the existence of the institution of slavery at all, the framers of the Constitution did not view African Americans as full American citizens and would likely not expect the Bill of Rights to apply to them.254 Similarly, for women, who were at the time denied the right to vote, it is unlikely they
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would be considered full citizens and protected by the Second Amendment. They certainly would not have been expected to report to muster and join a militia.

We, however, would of course like to see the Bill of Rights apply equally to all Americans, and make suggestions which seek to address or at least acknowledge the long history of imbalanced distribution of privilege and protection under the Constitution that this country has known since its inception. This, to us, means acknowledging that certain minority groups have higher risk factors for gun violence and may need special consideration given to the most effective way to protect their right to keep and bear arms. For example, in an era where leading government executives publicly use hateful, racist rhetoric, tyranny as propped up by the government’s tacit consent may present itself as a hate crime, and thus a weapon intended for self-defense against an individual as opposed to an army may be guaranteed as a right.

The right to bear arms also appears in many state constitutions, including the Pennsylvania State Constitution. This right reads as “The right of the citizens to bear arms in defense of themselves and the State shall not be questioned.” We see the right to bear arms used increasingly with the justification of a right to self-defense, and it is important to acknowledge that while this right is not explicit in the U.S. Constitution, it is outlined clearly for the citizens of Pennsylvania. It is just as important to balance this right among individuals, acknowledging that not all citizens will have the ability to or feel comfortable defending themselves with guns. We find that this right fits with our harm reduction framework, but it clarifies that harm to oneself (the victim) may be weighted more heavily than harm to the assailant.

Our Framework
We believe from our direct reading of the text of the Second Amendment, and our consideration of the historical context surrounding its writing, as well as what it means in the modern day, that the most fundamental right we should seek to protect with regards to the Second Amendment is to freedom from tyranny. We will also consider the right of self-defense, but as we want our analysis to apply broadly to citizens of the United States, and because the U.S. Constitution does not specify the right to self-defense, we believe this right is more limited. We are not under any illusions that it is clear what this means or tells us exactly what we have to do. However, as we have decided to use a harm reduction framework to point the path forward, it becomes clear that
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we may have to recommend sacrificing some individual liberty in the potential form of gun licenses, registrations, and waiting periods, as well as heavy taxes, for the sake of maximizing freedom as a whole, in the form of freedom from the threat of violence, state and otherwise.

By harm reduction, we mean that we see the problem of gun violence in its many forms (mass shootings, domestic violence, suicide, gang violence), and see an obligation to stem it. Considering the collective good of society, we seek to decrease the number of deaths and injuries caused by gun violence. Thus, we consider gun violence as a public health crisis, not a crisis of people committing illegal behaviors in excess. Using a public health lens means analyzing the root causes of gun violence that go deeper than the shortcomings of the current system at the point of sale or acquisition. In another, perhaps more familiar public health context, harm reduction has been used to advocate for social services like needle exchanges instead of heavy penalties for drug use. Advocates for needle exchanges explain how this will help stop the spread of infectious diseases like HIV and Hepatitis C at the earliest stage possible. Instead of jailing people for their drug use, which would lead to their continued unsafe drug use, as well as open the possibility of people with these infections spreading them to others, needle exchanges overlook for the moment the potential illegality or immorality of the activities they make safer with the goal of reducing the harm from the spread of disease.

Since gun violence is a deadly or seriously injurious harm to many as well, we are employing this framework to make recommendations which can reduce harm by considering societal conditions and root causes instead of regulations which single out individuals or objects as the source of the harm. Additionally, we have to clarify the difference between harm and crime. While some gun violence is legal, in the case of self-defense, that does not mean it does not constitute a harm. We account for this in our framework by weighting the harm caused by self-defense less than the harm caused by a violent act, but we overall seek to reduce harm, meaning that we would ideally like to eliminate the need for harm caused by self-defense. That is, if someone shoots a criminal who may or may not have had a gun, in self-defense, that is still a type of gunshot we are seeking to find ways to prevent. What we do not think is that “gun grabbing” is the way to do this, and instead want comprehensive reforms that would also prevent whatever the original crime was that prompted a gun owner to need to use one in self-defense. Reducing the need for self-defense means reducing the amount of ways a criminal can commit a violent act that requires self-defense. Thus, we want to implement comprehensive reforms to ensure that guns are removed from the hands of those likely to commit violence.


The fact that guns can save lives in some situations is a common argument made for why gun control will actually increase crime rates and gun deaths. This follows if gun control only consists in banning, heavily restricting, or confiscating the kinds of weapons people use for self-defense. It is also based on the assumption that since the only thing that can stop a bad guy with a gun is a good guy with a gun, more good guys need guns. However, we think that another course of action which could “stop a bad guy with a gun” is to institute comprehensive social reforms which put us on the path to eliminating assaults like that. Additionally, licenses, registrations, and waiting periods are not intended to disincentivize all gun owners from purchasing them, but instead to emphasize safety to reduce accidents, and offer a cooling off period for people who are liable to commit a crime if they do purchase a gun. Our recommendations help protect people's right to self-defense while reducing harm by placing measures to prevent those likely to commit an act of violence from gaining access to firearms and implementing overall licenses, registrations, and waiting periods to take caution when allowing anyone to purchase a deadly weapon. While these measures may cause burdens to law-abiding gun owners who use guns for self-defense, we believe that the harm reduced from implementing these measures is greater than any harm caused.

This reasoning also comes from our harm reduction framework, which causes us to consider gun violence as a societal problem, and not the fault of certain individuals or objects, even though they will be instrumentally involved. We also focus on considering the most vulnerable in society, who are often underrepresented in government and disenfranchised at all levels of the democratic decision making process. Historically gun regulation has served to maintain the status quo of the various social hierarchies that have defined American life since its inception. We instead recommend that if possible gun regulations be used to make society more equitable as opposed to maintaining inequality. Additionally, we see that those who commit some common forms of gun violence like gang violence and suicide are often driven to that by virtue of living in neglected communities. This points to a strategy for curbing gun violence that has more facets than simply banning the sale and purchase of assault weapons.

However, under the constraints of the Second Amendment, Pennsylvania state preemption, and the fact that making something illegal just pushes it to the black market and does not necessarily actually eliminate its presence, we have to figure out how exactly we can limit the prevalence of guns on the streets and how to maximize both freedom and safety for society as a whole. When it comes down to it, guns are objects and people are people. Even though people’s right to own a gun is codified in the Constitution, so is our right to a free state, and in our view a state is more free the safer the streets are. Comparing the raw data of other countries does suggest that having fewer guns in people’s possession and on the streets would correlate to having fewer deaths from guns. If, fundamentally, the right to own a gun comes into conflict with the right to live in a free, safe state, then we think it is ethical to restrict the ultimate freedom to own a gun. If reducing
harm means reducing the number of guns, then we would see a moral obligation to do that. Additionally, we believe that we can reduce further harm by preventing those who are likely to commit a violent act from gaining access to a gun. This requires careful consideration when allowing someone to buy or use a gun because preventing them from a crime by intervening at an earlier stage than when they are actually committing it would in turn eliminate the need for self-defense and the possible harm associated with it.

Since there is some limited legal precedent on restricting rights outlined in the Bill of Rights like libel laws do, we believe any limitations should be implemented with the intention of reducing harm. Therefore, we think that certain limitations on things like the speed at which people can acquire guns may be permissible, as well as requiring people to obtain a gun license, which is required by some states, and that these would have our desired effect of reducing the raw number of guns in people’s possession, specifically in the hands of people with the intention of committing a violent crime. In order to prevent dangerous people from acquiring guns, however, it may fall on the rest of us to give up some of the liberty to completely freely acquire a gun. Since eliminating the need for guns for personal self-defense by stopping people likely to commit a violent crime from acquiring a gun at an early stage would reduce harm overall, and since this is what our recommendations on limitations of Second Amendment rights are designed to do, we find them both morally permissible and legal under federal law.

It has long been acknowledged by political theorists and proponents of social contract theory in particular that in order to exit the state of nature and enjoy the myriad privileges that come with living in a society, each individual gives up some of their personal liberties so that society as a whole can flourish through our cooperative behavior. They have reached the conclusion that maximizing individual liberty does not actually equate to constructing a free society; the freedom of a society is different if not greater than the sum of its parts. What we endeavor to build, based on our Second Amendment right to be free from governmental tyranny, is a society like that, where the conditions for gun violence no longer exist, and therefore neither must gun violence itself or the fear of it. Some argue that an increased number of guns in the hands of civilians would actually be necessary to do this, since people who are committing a violent crime clearly are not committed to following laws. However, many of the guns used to commit mass shootings as well as homicides and suicides are acquired legally, like the ones used in the Tree of
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Life shooting.\textsuperscript{263} Perhaps with better disincentives and social support services at the outset, crimes that like could be prevented without sanctioning increased widespread possession of guns among civilians, a position which we are not currently prepared to take based on the associated risk.

**Individual and Collective Rights**

In our reading of the Second Amendment, we interpret both an individual right to keep and bear arms, and a collective right to a well-regulated militia constituted of an individual and a collective right to a free state. We have also decided from considering the principles of harm reduction to make that collective right to freedom the priority of our recommendations, since the principles of social contract theory upon some of which America’s founding documents rely say that it is ethical to require citizens in a society to give up some of their liberties for the sake of maximizing the liberty of the whole. However, those sacrifices to liberty should be felt equally throughout society. It could be argued that increased gun regulations single out the portion of the population that wants to own guns and targets them unduly. While social contract theory, and especially Rawls’ variant on it in which he develops the concept of the veil of ignorance from behind which rational actors would gather to devise their ideal society, can be used to explain why certain demographic groups would not be treated unequally in that society, it can not necessarily be used to extend the same logic to those seeking to purchase something.\textsuperscript{264}

Speaking abstractly, from behind the veil of ignorance there would be no codified right to keep and bear arms; it exists in America as a construction under the Constitution. Thus, if data suggested, and all other things being equal, that not having guns in a society would be safer, in so far as it is impossible to commit gun violence if no guns exist, those building a society from behind the veil of ignorance might not guarantee themselves a right to keep and bear arms once they enter society. Under these conditions, people would not have to worry about criminals acquiring guns and using them unlawfully, since the thrust behind social contract theory is that whatever the rational actors involved agreed upon would be constructed with incentives to follow it baked in. This does not guide us in devising legislation for the real world, but it generates an ethical basis for the fact that restricting gun rights may be more ethical than restricting rights which have a more demographic basis, like marriage equality or universal suffrage, which are the kinds of things people would also agree to from behind the veil of ignorance, in case they wished to enjoy them in society.


We have next to decide what it means to protect an individual right to bear arms in the context of protecting a collective right to a free state. To address the possibility that all parts of the Second Amendment may be intended to be construed individually, we considered “Handgun Prohibition and the Original Meaning of the Second Amendment,” where Don Kates Jr. makes a historical argument for an individual right to bear arms.\footnote{Kates, “Handgun Prohibition,” 213.} He is correct that a plain reading may very well imply a conferred individual right.\footnote{Ibid. 213.} Additionally, among both scholars and lay people, most will usually assume that the rest of the Bill of Rights guarantees various individual rights like free speech or a swift trial by jury; the Second is the only amendment to face such significant backlash from the left and have its conferral of an individual right so hotly debated.\footnote{Ibid. 237.} We do not find that the parts of the Second Amendment which can be construed individually or collectively actually come into conflict, and wish to see them inform each other, as we believe may have been originally intended. That is, individuals exercising their right to keep and bear arms should be able to do so for the purpose of maintaining the security of a free state, if they wish to exercise that right.

In Kates’ discussion of the “militia” section of the amendment, his analysis is consistent with ours that the framers saw guaranteeing a right to bear arms as key to guaranteeing the right to a well-regulated militia, and then in turn the right to the free state that the militia would protect.\footnote{Ibid. 217-218.} While the right to own a gun in this case applies to the individual, one individual does not a militia make. Although it might be said that each individual has a right to a militia and to be protected by it, it is also clear how this right will inevitably be enjoyed collectively, as it is even a classic problem for social contract theory that the society it supports will serve free riders as well as contributors.\footnote{Garrett Hardin, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science 162, no. 3859 (December 13, 1968): pp. 1243-1248.}

The Second Amendment seems to confer neither an exclusively individual nor an exclusively collective right. The right to a “free state” can hardly be enjoyed by only one individual, while it is hard to explain how the right to “keep and bear arms” specifically can be applied collectively. To marry the two, we think it is our goal to figure out how to balance the three rights outlined in the Second Amendment (a well-regulated militia, a free state, and keeping and bearing arms) when at times they appear to come in direct contradiction to each other. For example, guns in the hands of certain individuals threaten the freedom and security of the state in general, while on the other hand, restricting gun ownership for some would eliminate their ability to help constitute a militia.
In deciding the correct balance between individual and collective Second Amendment rights, we have to think very carefully about whose access to guns we feel the need to restrict in the interest of maximizing liberty overall. Since we have decided to operate as if the Second Amendment seeks to guarantee a right to freedom from tyranny, we evaluate the legitimacy of restrictions with this principle in mind. Traditionally, lawmakers have sought to block those with felony convictions and/or mental illness(es) from gun ownership. We find this line of thinking somewhat misguided if the end goal is to minimize gun violence and related crime. While we do agree that those convicted (or accused, under an ERPO) of violent offenses, specifically domestic abuse and violence, should be barred from owning guns, because the statistics show how many gun violence perpetrators have these charges on their record, we think more nuance must be given to the situation than a blanket ban on people with felony convictions. Instead of some kind of writ large ban on people with a criminal history or a history of mental illness on owning guns, we instead propose developing social programs to prevent crime in ways besides excessive armed surveillance, and provide support for the mentally ill, so that we do not have to deny groups of people their constitutional rights based on something about them that is never specified in the Constitution as grounds to do so.

The rights outlined in the Second Amendment are supposed to apply to “the people,” so we do not find it Constitutional or ethical to pick certain groups to deny these rights to without sound reasoning.\(^{270}\) Firstly, having a mental illness or having prior felony convictions does not, morally speaking, immediately disqualify someone from being a member of a well-regulated militia or protecting the freedom of the state. Of course, the nature of someone’s illness or past convictions may be an indicator that they are likely to be violent, in which case more notice should be taken if they are seeking to purchase a gun. Legislation like Red Flag laws seek to address this at an earlier stage as well, so that people close to someone potentially dangerous could notify the courts and legal action could be taken to prevent tragedy. Additionally, community-based support and mental health resources would seek to decrease the likelihood of people with mental illnesses and/or felony convictions from being driven to cause harm to themselves or others. Thus, we do not advocate barring certain demographic groups entirely from being able to purchase guns, as this could constitute discrimination, and in fact would likely largely be borne out by already marginalized groups who have disproportionately high rates of incarceration.

Applying this theoretical framework to the real world, we can see specific instances where it becomes clear that restricting the Second Amendment in precisely this way, as Kates suggests we intuitively should want to do, would actually limit freedom and reduce safety in the kind of substantive way we are seeking to avoid.\(^{271}\) While of course we do not want to see guns in the hands of convicted domestic abusers, there are a whole host of “victimless crimes” for which it is
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unreasonable to deny people their constitutional rights based on a conviction. For instance, those arrested on drug charges, an issue rife with racial tension and discrimination, should not be barred from gun ownership on that count alone. The massive racial disparity in minor drug arrests is astounding, and young black and brown men should not be denied their Second Amendment rights just because they represent a flaw in a criminal justice system in desperate need of reform.\textsuperscript{272} Since many of the charges these people are arrested under were devised with various levels of discriminatory intent and are implemented disparately across racial lines, they represent a form of state tyranny since they further entrench inequality and were made without the consent of those they affect.\textsuperscript{273} By further disenfranchising people arrested on trumped up non-violent drug charges, for example, and limiting their Constitutional rights if they are incarcerated, it only perpetuates an unjust racial hierarchy that America has not yet overcome.

Another “victimless crime” that actually represents deeper flaws in the system and not the character defects or propensity to commit a violent crime of its perpetrators is sex work; this is another, in some cases, felony offense which forces us to consider a nuanced position on whose rights exactly should be restricted under a view where we are prioritizing the freedom of the collective over the individual. Sex workers, in fact, like people suffering from mental illnesses, are more likely to be the victim of a violent crime than the perpetrator.\textsuperscript{274} Since identifying particular classes of people whose access to guns should be restricted is actually a murky process which lends itself to potentially limiting rights and freedom instead of guaranteeing them, we believe Pittsburgh should opt for more holistic, comprehensive gun regulations that get at the root causes of gun violence instead of individual potential perpetrators and their weapons, since this approach has as yet proved ineffective in eliminating urban gun violence in its many forms. We believe that more harm could be reduced in the long term by focusing on the root causes of gun violence rather than keeping the focus on confiscating and banning certain types of guns.

To further consider the idea of guns for personal self-defense, sometimes the argument is made that guns are the great equalizer; as it stands, without the aid of weaponry, some human beings are naturally stronger than others and may even have the ability to kill or hurt them, but if everyone had a gun, then everyone would have the ability to kill anyone else, if the need arose in a scenario which called for lethal self-defense.\textsuperscript{275} While the first part of those premises is definitely true, that some humans are stronger than others in the state of nature, by entering into society we agree not to exercise that natural ability for the sake of living in a society free from
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violence and the fear of violence. The point of the argument is that physically weaker people need a contingency plan for if someone stronger than them decides to violate the social contract and attack them. Having this worry stems from the assumption that human nature is inherently violent and that no amount of good government and social support can eliminate the threat of attack.

While it is not a completely unfounded assumption that humans will always resort to violence, the true essence of human nature can never be proven, and we are proposing our recommendations under the assumption that humans are fundamentally cooperative and capable of constructing a society that can support all of its participants without driving anyone to attempt violence, especially given the vast resources at our disposal. Most human endeavor requires vast amounts of cooperation, and if wealth and resources were distributed more equitably throughout society, some of the conditions which lead to urban violence specifically could be curbed. Additionally, some psychologists argue that “aggression is not our primary ‘go to’ behavior” and that “it is largely our abilities to get along and to negotiate complex social problems, with and without aggression, that make humans” so successful. With this in mind we put forward suggestions in the hope that with the right conditions, humans would not always turn to violence even in times of need.

We genuinely are not sure whether the way to solve the problem that some people have the natural ability to kill others while others do not is to ensure that everyone has the ability to kill each other. It is the flipside to the solution to inequality offered by Kurt Vonnegut in his satirical Harrison Bergeron, where everyone must handicap themselves until perfect social equality is reached. The argument we draw out of this is that inequality among people will always exist, and that it is futile to try and get them to change something about themselves or make a specific purchase in order to combat it. Inequality is a social problem, and as we see it, it is a government’s responsibility to try and solve it at a social rather than individual level if it is truly going to do it effectively. That is why we recommend grassroots community programs to support at-risk youth and those suffering from mental illness, instead of approaches that focus on the individual as responsible for their own self-defense or even as the perpetrator of a crime or purchaser of a deadly weapon.

We do not necessarily have faith in the federal government to guarantee the adequate protections for its citizens at the outset. However, there are substantive changes at the local level that we
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think could have a real impact, as outlined in our recommendations. Additionally, it would take comprehensive reforms of the police force and criminal justice system involving the implementation of more democratic structure before we could actually trust the police to protect the most vulnerable in society. However, at this stage we are more comfortable arguing for such long-term comprehensive reforms, and short-term social programs with grassroots bases than advocating for the proliferation of more guns, given the comparative data which shows that countries with fewer guns on their streets have fewer citizens die from guns.

Those examples considers the case of guns for individual self-defense, which is one of the main purposes often cited for why modern American citizens’ Second Amendment rights must be upheld, along with hobbies like shooting and hunting. The right to bear arms, is, of course, as the right to free speech, for example, specified in the Constitution, but the government has never treated these rights as if they must go totally unregulated. Thus, since these common modern uses for guns are not referred to, we argue that they should be regulated as anything else in that category, so long as their regulation does not amount to government tyranny; as long as laws about them are passed through typical democratic channels involving demand from constituents or voting at all requisite levels, it is unlikely that laws surrounding them would inherently constitute tyranny or overreach, and therefore we argue regulations arrived at in this way are a valid tool for potentially preventing gun violence.

Of course, any effort to enact local gun regulation must take into account the challenge of state preemption. Nevertheless, as we argue that guns not being used for the purpose of arming a well-regulated militia might theoretically be regulated as other items used for hobbies, we are putting forward suggestions with that in mind. One of our goals with our recommendations is to keep guns only in the hands of law-abiding citizens. The requirement of a license or registration to own the types of guns common for use for sport is not intended to be prohibitive generally, only for those who would be unable to demonstrate their ability to use a gun safely or have a dangerous criminal record indicating they are liable to commit a violent crime. Guns are a hobby for some, but they are also potentially lethal if misused and we do not wish to treat the issue of gun deaths lightly even if guns can also be used harmlessly.

A comparison between guns and another hobby, and one often cited by proponents of heavier gun regulation, is that of cars. Lots of people drive cars, many feel they need to have one to live their life safely and conveniently; some will pay vast amounts of money to acquire a large collection of them, lots of people die from their misuse, and many cite their perceived

similarities between the two in terms of mortality rates and casual usage. Taking the analogy further, perhaps it would not be unreasonable to require gun owners who expect to operate their guns to have a license and registration, and have to pass a proficiency exam in order for it to be issued. It is also plausible that the framers would have considered something like this appropriate, as the people would have to be held in some way accountable for their presence in their militia.

Even though a small minority of people who purchase guns actually intend to use them for a violent crime, since guns are so dangerous relative to most other things that people use for their hobbies, we think it is valid for potential gun owners to have to demonstrate that they can use their guns safely and have to have a license for them, and also to have to wait for at least some period to actually acquire the gun. Relative to the lives that might be saved by preventing someone potentially dangerous from acquiring a gun, and considering that even rights outlined in the Bill of Rights have not historically gone completely unregulated, we think it is both ethical and legally possible to have some limitations on utter freedom to purchase a gun, for the sake of keeping society as a whole safer. In fact, arguably, only responsible gun owners would actually be able to constitute a militia capable of defending the citizenry from tyranny, and the people are guaranteed their right to keep and bear arms for the sake of the maintenance of a well-regulated militia.

**Pittsburgh Legislation**

The new Pittsburgh law appears to be based, like our analysis, on a principle of harm reduction. Although the Red Flag law that it tried to put in place would address the issue of suicide, for the most part the other sections of the law do not necessarily seek to address the main underlying causes of widespread gun violence except for the high prevalence of guns in America; it does operate under the assumption that we need guns off the streets if we want to stop violence. Perhaps the text of the law itself does not reveal this, but the fact that it was passed so soon after a mass shooting at the Tree of Life synagogue in Squirrel Hill in October of 2018 indicates that one of its main goals is to prevent further violence of that nature. This law does not concern itself with the fact that it may limit the liberty and individual rights of current and would-be gun owners, in the understanding that that is a secondary concern compared to the safety and security of real and perceived potential victims of gun violence.
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Objective levels of safety will in all likelihood always differ from perceived levels of safety due to the fallibility of human perception. However, increased perception of danger, whether or not the threat is present, does actually constitute a harm. In a situation where the tasks of preventing objective danger and perceived danger generate courses of action which are directly at odds with one another, you have to choose your priorities, and carefully. From a principled standpoint, and from examining the concrete example of Pittsburgh, we have reached the conclusion that preventing the objective danger should be the most important priority, while mollifying people’s perceptions of danger can be a secondary task.

Even without the context of a mass shooting, the “gun debate” pervades our culture. The prominent faces of gun rights activism perceive, accurately or not, a sea change wherein they are losing their hegemony over the rest of American and global society. But a leveling of society, while it may reduce certain groups’ relative power over others, does not actually constitute a harm against them if society overall is improving by becoming more equitable. However, in the context of a recent mass shooting, the disproportionate levels of fear are felt by the “other side.” People fear more hate-fueled mass violence when in fact these acts are rare compared to common types of urban gun violence that people face every day, specifically domestic violence and suicide. What we wish to see in response to these prevalent forms of gun violence is comprehensive, not reactionary, reforms.

Among the various elements who disagree about the role of guns in society, some argue that they should play no role while others do not perceive them as special and think they could be integrated as anything else. Some gun owners feel unsafe whenever they cannot have their gun with them, and view their guns as an extension of themselves and their identity. If the government and the police cannot be trusted to enforce safety and defend their citizens from harm, then some feel a responsibility to defend others and themselves. With that in mind, it is understandable why some would feel unsafe if they cannot have their gun with them, if it is the one thing that guarantees their safety in the face of deadly harm.

Additionally, in the current polarized political climate, where some perceive their Second Amendment rights to be under attack, some gun rights advocates may feel targeted as any other minority might. As some democratic politicians make statements about their ideal levels of gun control, and local city councils like Pittsburgh’s attempt to pass extremely restrictive gun legislation, it makes sense that some would worry they might be deprived of their Second
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Amendment rights. However, the actual relationship between guns, safety, and freedom is more complicated than that, and just because gun owners may perceive their gun ownership this way does not necessarily make that correct. Comparing being a gun owner to having some other kind of marginalized identity is also a false equivalence since there are objective social factors to consider when evaluating the validity of various competing interpretations of the current American situation.

Interestingly, the demographic split along the lines of “gun debate” used to plant people on the so-called opposite side. Gun rights activism began as a task of the Black Panthers and other civil rights activists who saw arming the relevant marginalized groups as an important tactic to combat government tyranny and state sanctioned racism. On the other hand, the NRA began as an organization aimed at improving the gun safety of Civil War soldiers and was “more open-minded about gun control than someone familiar with the modern NRA might imagine.” However, it has since shifted toward a more conservative ideology to typically being against further gun control in pursuit of the goal of defending their members’ Second Amendment rights. Nowadays, the prominent faces of gun rights activism are the same types of people who originally wanted gun control regulations in order to target African Americans and prevent them from owning guns as opposed to in the 1960’s when gun rights advocates more closely represented minority interests. Alternately, some gun control advocates today emphasize the importance of civil rights and racial equality, arguing that since members of marginalized communities are more likely to be the victim of a gun crime, gun control is in their interest.

We believe that the Constitution should apply universally, to all citizens to whom if it does apply, do not pose an excess danger to others. This cannot then inherently exclude any racial or other social groups. Additionally, when we see power asymmetries in this country that means members of certain groups like African Americans or people with mental illnesses are less likely to have their rights defended by the government, it means we have a responsibility to defend them to an even greater extent than those who already have a position of privilege in society. We aim to do this not through providing them something like special access to guns but instead based on our recommendations arrived at through our harm reduction framework, which focuses on the harms incurred at disproportionate levels by disadvantaged groups.
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To illustrate this, we are not suggesting rollbacks of ERPOs or Red Flag legislation that is designed to protect these vulnerable groups until the disproportionate threats of danger they face is otherwise addressed. Since we do not live in an ideal world, where people are free from the threat of violence and the fear it causes, when we reason about what the right actions are to take with regards to legislation, we should be more pragmatic and less idealistic. Thus, it is important to acknowledge that while the arguments that both historically marginalized people and contemporary popular gun rights activists make for wanting to own a gun may contain the same words, they are not in essence the same.

Both groups may feel that their Second Amendment rights would be infringed by different laws, but there is a substantive difference between “Black Codes” barring African Americans from gun ownership, and the kinds of disincentives we would like to put in place on the speed at which someone can acquire a gun. Additionally, since marginalized people are more likely to be the victim of a gun crime, it is more logical for them to feel they need a gun for self-defense. Specific groups of marginalized Americans, specifically black people, women, and gay people, for example, also have centuries of history to call upon to provide empirical examples of danger they may need to defend themselves against while white men, the faces of gun rights activism, have precious little. Simply put, “gun owner” is not a marginalized identity in the same way “African American” or “Woman” is, and thus infringements on the liberties of gun owners may be held to a lesser degree of scrutiny than genuinely marginalized groups, especially considering the empirical data which shows that guns cause death and injury while blackness and womanhood do not.

It is also necessary to examine what motivated the legislators who crafted the Pittsburgh law to do it exactly the way they did to discern what principles they were motivated by, if we think they were good, and if they are, how to more effectively enact them through legislation, since the effectiveness of this bill is clearly in question, not in the least because it is currently undergoing an appeals process.

According to our interview with our local city councilperson in Oakland and Squirrel Hill, Erika Strassburger, the city lawmakers were perfectly aware of the state preemption issue when they passed the law, and indeed with how specifically and strongly it targeted gun legislation as an issue which local municipalities were really not supposed to legislate about. Strassburger explained that they knew how quickly the law would likely be challenged in the courts, and while they attempted to anticipate some of the challenges and word the law carefully so that it might be upheld, she also saw value in the law generating power from below to put pressure on
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lawmakers at higher levels.\textsuperscript{292} For the city council, passing heavily prohibitive gun legislation including an assault weapons ban may have been less about actually immediately getting those weapons off the streets and out of people’s possession, but instead about building consciousness around the issue so that in the future a really effective movement could be built for whatever type of gun control the majority of their constituency sees as important.

Clearly, these legislators were thinking long term. They went so far as to pass a bill they knew would likely be struck down just to raise consciousness, in the hopes that broad reforms could be won more effectively in the future. This is in philosophical alignment with the guiding reasoning behind a principle of harm reduction, which requires restraint in the present to maximize benefits in the future. However, evidence suggests that sometimes extremely restrictive bills like this actually have an adverse effect to their intentions, where people, fearing that their guns are about to be confiscated or illegal to be sold, will begin stockpiling or at least purchasing more guns, driving manufacturing and sale up in any meantime before the law goes into effect.\textsuperscript{293} These possible unintended consequences are why we do not actually recommend broad assault weapons bans like these and instead more community oriented programs and laws aimed at the time further before a crime is committed than the purchase of the relevant weapon.

In explaining the motivations behind the assault weapons ban and why the city council felt such extensive action needed to be taken, Strassburger spoke of her time as an organizer, specifically of her involvement with environmentalism.\textsuperscript{294} She and the council view gun violence analogously to the climate crisis and think that the causes of harm associated with each should be heavily regulated, like purchase, sale, and use of guns, and carbon emissions respectively.\textsuperscript{295} Even though big businesses may feel stifled by lawmakers regulating their behavior, they, like gun owners, have to stomach a little stifling in order to help preserve the safety of society at large, according to the lawmakers in charge of Pittsburgh’s assault weapons ban.\textsuperscript{296} Dan Gilman, chief of staff to Pittsburgh Mayor Peduto also cited seat belt laws as an example of another area where perfect liberty cannot be maintained in the interest of maximizing safety.\textsuperscript{297} Although people may wish to have maximal freedom within their own vehicle, states decide to legislate around seat belts for the safety of drivers, passengers, and any passers-by who might potentially get hurt in an accident.
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These metaphors, however, as is our earlier comparison to cars, are imperfect. Guns are the only technology explicitly mentioned in the Bill of Rights, even if the framers’ conception of a gun’s technical capabilities may have been different to what our is today. This weakens the analogy between guns and cars and guns and seat belts. However, although the metaphor may not hold up when trying to determine the legal standing of these various technologies, they can guide us in determining the strongest ways to legislate, like with a system or licensing and registration, or preventative if not somewhat paternalistic safety requirements. The comparison to the climate crisis is also a challenging one, because of the differences in the degree of impact an individual can have. While one person can commit an act of mass violence or an individual murder or violent crime and cause a huge amount of suffering, one person refraining from emitting carbon does very little to solve the climate crisis. So while it may be useful to consider the comparison insofar as it tells us it may be ethical and necessary for people to make individual sacrifices in order to preserve the health and safety of the whole, it does not necessarily give us clear instructions on how to do so.

Strassburger, in our interview, also stressed the importance of responding to the demands of her constituents; after the Tree of Life shooting in October 2018, people were outraged and afraid, and demanding something be done to prevent future violence of the sort.\textsuperscript{298} While a ban on assault weapons may not address the deepest root issue that causes people to commit hate crimes, it would theoretically decrease the prevalence of a major tool in their commitment, a weapon with the capability to very quickly and effectively kill multiple people. A problem with this line of thinking can sometimes arise when people, fearing that their guns are going to be confiscated or their ability to buy one curtailed in the near future, are motivated to purchase more guns after a restrictive law is passed. This can drive manufacturing up and generally cause the law to have the opposite of its intended effect of reducing the sale of guns.\textsuperscript{299} The Pittsburgh law was not really in effect long enough to tell conclusively if this will happen, but this potential outcome is one of the reasons that our recommendations include more interventions at the community level which seek to prevent violence at its root social causes instead of only at the stage of purchasing or using a gun.

In the next section, we conduct a final analysis of the effects of previous gun policies in America. We highlight successful past policies to consider implementing some of these aspects into our recommendations.

\textsuperscript{298} Strassburger.
Evaluating Effectiveness of Past Gun Policy

The Public Safety and Recreational Firearms Use Protection Act (also known as the Federal Assault Weapons Ban), enacted from 1994 to 2004, prohibited the manufacture of semi-automatic civilian use firearms and large capacity magazines. According to a Stanford Law School study, mass shootings of 6 or more people declined by 25% during the period of the ban and significantly increased after. Furthermore, there was a 40% drop in fatalities during the period that the ban was in place. In contrast, there has been a 347% increase in fatalities in the years following the ban’s expiration. From this study we can glean that a ban on weapons that are designed for combat purposes and can fire multiple rounds without reloading reduced the amount of mass shootings. Thus, the Pittsburgh law may be effective to a lesser extent as it only bans the use, not manufacture, of these semi-automatic weapons.

The Brady Bill of 1994 required background checks and a five-day waiting period before one can buy a handgun from a federally licensed dealer. Once the NCIS system was released in 1998, the database replaced the waiting period. A study by Philip J. Cook concluded that this bill did not make a difference in the number of homicides. Because there was a preexisting trend of decreasing homicides before the bill went into effect, we cannot attribute this decrease to the Brady Bill. Cook states that the problem is not the ban itself, but the gap that allows individuals to buy guns from private and gun show sales. Though there is not sufficient data on the number of people that obtain a gun illegally (straw purchases, failed background check) at private and gun show sales, Cook suggests measures such an Illinois law that requires gun owners to show identification to dissuade ill-intentioned individuals from purchasing guns through this loophole. Because the Pittsburgh law does not deal with the sale of firearms, we cannot make any predictive statement about the effectiveness. However, it is important to keep this example in mind when lobbying for state and federal legislation. We recommend that City Council and local Representatives petition state government for waiting periods and enhanced background checks and close the gun show loophole.

In January 2019, Tacoma City Council passed a law that banned the sale of semi-automatic assault rifles to anyone under 21, created a 10-day waiting period between the time that the buyer purchases the gun and receives the gun, and instituted more thorough background checks. Though it is too early to tell the effects of this law, this case may be useful to follow to see if
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these acts cause any tangible reduction in gun violence. In our further steps section we suggest researching more municipal gun control legislation and its effects.

A recent study about effective law states that they are “those that regulate who has legal access to guns as opposed to what kinds of guns they have access to.” This implies that simply regulating use of a specific type of gun will not lead to a meaningful decrease in gun violence. The study found that universal background checks and “may issue” laws that give police more discretion in issuing concealed carry permits are associated with a lower gun homicide rate.302 “May issue” laws are quite rare and do not have the same mass support as universal background checks. Thus, we recommend pursuing more lobbying efforts towards universal background check implementation on the state and federal level.

These case studies demonstrate that there are a constellation of factors to contemplate as we craft gun control policy. It is unclear whether banning only the use of semiautomatic weapons will reduce gun violence, but previous attempts to regulate assault weapons demonstrate that a combination of comprehensive legislation can decrease gun related deaths. Pittsburgh should work with state legislators to build take a more holistic approach to gun violence and consider implementing measures such as increased background checks to supplement the new legislation.

In the next section, we outline our recommendations to the Pittsburgh City Council with our historical, legal, ethical, and policy analysis in mind.

**Recommendations**

**Advocacy on State and National Level**

A Red Flag law like the one passed by the City Council is something we recommend on a state and federal level. Currently, only 17 states and DC have Red Flag laws in place, and six others (including Pennsylvania) have bills pending in the legislature. While it is facing scrutiny, the current federal laws do not allow every legal citizen to own a gun. Even the Second Amendment has limits, and the Red Flag law merely enforces these limits. For example, felons, the mentally ill, and fugitives are but some of the categories of people who background checks will prevent from owning guns. Should these kinds of people fail to be identified, the Red Flag law is there to avert a serious situation from occurring.

This kind of law should avoid scrutiny from the gun lobby. Of the three laws that were passed, the Red Flag law has been glossed over in comparison to the ammunition and gun limits in

conversations across the United States. Despite this, the NRA has come out in 2018 in support of such laws, although with conditions, and in the wake of the El Paso and Dayton shootings, President Donald Trump has come out in support of similar laws, stating that guns should be removed from “those judged to pose a grave risk to public safety.”303 State Supreme Courts have also ruled in favor of Red Flag laws that states have implemented. In a case at the Connecticut Appellate Court, the state’s law was considered constitutional as an example of “the longstanding ‘presumptively lawful regulatory measures’” that came from *Heller v. District of Columbia*. Florida and Indiana Courts of Appeals have also upheld similar laws. It’s the one kind of gun legislation that many lawmakers agree that is the most passable.304

The Pennsylvania legislature also has an Extreme Risk Protection Order law in the works. As of October 2019, it’s stalled as the House Judiciary Committee Chairman says it’s done looking at gun control legislation during this session.305 It has bipartisan support. Rep. Todd Stephens, R-Montgomery County, offered the bill in September 2019 as the state’s seen nearly 3 suicides per day.306 Stephens has stated that it isn’t a Second Amendment rights issue, but a “public health issue.” While it has not moved far, many groups in Pennsylvania support such a law, including trauma surgeons and veterans.

The main criticism of Red Flag laws are that gun owners who have their weapons taken away from do not always receive due process. President Trump acknowledged this when after the Parkland Shooting in Florida, he said “[t]ake the guns first, go through due process second.”307 In Florida, a case is currently in its court of appeals regarding a 16-year-old boy with autism who threatened to shoot his classmates after becoming agitated after they kept bumping into his desk. The vague language in Florida’s law allowed law enforcement to assess an ERPO against the student, which his lawyer cites is unconstitutional. While it can be a problem, states have amended their legislations to put the burden of proof on the accuser. The law in New York state,


for example, “includ[es] an appeals process, a prompt evidentiary hearing and a burden on the petitioner to meet a certain standard of evidence.” ERPOs are temporary, and the accused in most states has a chance to defend themselves after their guns are taken. Pittsburgh’s Red Flag law is a great example of this as it outlines the process to issue an ERPO, which requires that the court find by clear and convincing evidence that the person presents a risk of harm to themselves or to others based on several outlined factors. To issue an interim ERPO before the hearing takes place, the court must determine by a preponderance of evidence that the risk of harm is imminent. Outlining a clear judicial process helps protect the rights of gun owners while balancing the threat of harm to others.

Support for Red Flag laws are expansive and bipartisan. 60% of gun owners approve of family member- or law enforcement officer-driven ERPOs being assessed, and more than 65% of either Democrats, Republicans, or Independents support them. Red flag laws are a policy that despite the outcomes on the current Pittsburgh gun laws, due to state preemption, should be revisited.

**Disincentives for Purchasing Firearms**

We can also look to our historical analysis to find inspiration for potential modern gun control measures. Although the National Firearms Act was passed nearly 90 years ago, it provides insight into how guns can be regulated in ways other than outright bans, such as creating disincentives for purchasing firearms. The law’s main component was a massive tax on certain weapons that were deemed to be a problem at the time: sawed-off shotguns and machine guns, like the Thompson submachine gun employed by some bootleggers and gangsters. The tax, which approximately doubled the price of these weapons, not only acted as a preventive measure against the purchase of guns, but also allowed law enforcement to arrest criminals for evading the tax. A similar tactic could be useful in the modern era, as federal, state, and local attempts to ban weapons, specifically assault weapons, are often struck down. While banning any types of firearms seems out of the question, implementing higher taxes on firearms could reduce the number of gun sales, and the tax could be higher for weapons deemed more potentially dangerous, such as assault weapons.

Unfortunately, Pennsylvania’s state preemption rule prevents municipalities from passing laws that regulate the ownership, possession, transfer, or transportation of firearms, meaning a high tax on assault weapons would likely be found unlawful if introduced on a local level in Pittsburgh. However, the city could advocate for such a tax on the state level, where it would not run into preemption issues. It is important to note that the only recent attempt at prohibitive
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taxation for firearms, a $1000 tax on handguns in the Commonwealth of the Northern Mariana Islands, was ultimately struck down in court, so taxation is not a guaranteed success, and would have to leap over several legal hurdles.\(^{310}\)

In a more modern context, we can draw from the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act. While this act created waiting periods only as a stop-gap until the NICS system was operational, waiting periods could still be used today in addition to background checks. This extra time before the acquisition of the firearm would force buyers to be more certain about their purchase, and could act as a deterrent to people tempted to use a gun for suicide, the most common method of suicide, or criminals who would use the gun in their unlawful act. Both Canada and Australia have mandatory waiting periods, and each nation experiences a fraction of the gun violence that occurs in the United States. While Pittsburgh would likely not be able to create waiting periods on a local level, the city should advocate for such measures on a state level, as Pennsylvania currently has no waiting periods for the purchase of firearms.\(^{311}\)

**Support Resources**

On the local level, we recommend that the city places more funding and resources behind support resources. This includes education and programming about mental health issues and the roots of domestic violence and misogyny. More mental health resources for free or reduced costs, particularly to youth, would help to alleviate some of the conditions that cause people to resort to violent crime. We can also focus on providing better education and economic resources such as job training and assistance in filling out applications and creating resumes. Addressing these points aids in developing financial stability and reducing poverty, which leads to lower rates of violence. Lastly, we recommend placing more funding in domestic violence shelters and providing means for protection for partners or family who leave abusive situations.

**Further Research**

This report has been largely comprehensive of the various facets surrounding gun legislation proposed in the city of Pittsburgh and the nation at large. However, for the sake of continued research, discussion, and action, there are several topics that should be analyzed further.

The first topic would be a historical and statistical analysis of bills proposed in the United States’ past and how successful they were in their proposed purposes. This would supplement a
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historical and legal understanding and provide practical assistance in the proposal of any future legislation.

The second topic is less a thread of research and more a requirement for these topics to get the research they require to be relevant. At this point in time the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention is prohibited from researching gun violence. This is a barrier to seeking workable data for policies and proposals. While there is some research on these topics, until a more comprehensive set of facts and analysis is provided, many discussions cannot extend beyond the theoretical. The removal of this prohibitive measure is imperative to responding to gun violence with rational methods.

The third topic is a further analysis of preemption from moral and legal perspectives. This conversation was somewhat detailed in our analysis, but it would benefit from an expansive examination of preemption and whether or not it is a benefit or hindrance to taking a public health approach to gun violence.

The fourth topic is more comprehensive polling and research on public opinion of various proposals that exist now. Common sense gun legislation is a nice phrase, but it doesn't have any intrinsic meaning. A better way for discussion to happen would be around the specific and named policies that are seeking to respond to gun violence.

The fifth topic is a larger analysis specifically on how various gun legislation affects suicide on the United States. Considering that suicides are the largest portion of gun deaths, responding to them first and foremost can have the greatest amount of impact from a sheer numerical perspective. Creating legislation with an understanding of the proportional impact of multiple aspects of gun violence is integral to creating rational and non-reactionary gun legislation.

The sixth topic is to produce more data on the support for various policies from different demographics based upon race, class, ethnicity, and political affiliation. This will allow for a more in depth discussion on exactly who supports which specific legislation.

**Conclusion**

Throughout this paper, we analyzed the Pittsburgh ordinances regulating the use of assault weapons and large capacity magazines in public places as well as implementing a Red Flag law within the city. These ordinances were passed largely as a reaction to the shooting at the Tree of Life Synagogue. While there was a general outpouring of support immediately following the shooting, the reactions to the gun laws introduced by the City Council have been mixed. Supporters applaud the “common-sense” nature of them, while opponents focus on the Second
Amendment and preemption issues. We established that these ordinances still violate state preemption because the definition of use of weapons is not limited to discharge of firearms in public places, which is the only form of regulation allowed by Pittsburgh’s Home Rule Charter. We analyzed the epidemic of gun violence through historical, legal, and ethical lenses to develop our recommendations.

By examining gun violence through a variety of different factors we hoped to gain a greater understanding of gun violence. The historical context revealed how the right to bear arms in the United States has always been closely linked with gun control, and the analysis of federal gun control measures showed how gun control policies have been connected to inequality and discrimination and are often a response to a major event or events of gun violence that lead to public outcry. The legal context provided by the Constitution, Supreme Court decisions, and past laws provides a road map of what legislation is deemed permissible under the Second Amendment. The ethical context provides various frameworks for structured discussion. Present context provided by American citizens from all political philosophies and various public positions demonstrates the current shape of the debate as it exists today. In our ultimate goal to curb gun violence as much as possible, we chose to employ a harm reduction framework to help develop comprehensive suggestions for reforms that address gun violence at its root causes among vulnerable communities, not just at the point of gun sale or acquisition. Also, guided by the principles underlying the Second Amendment, we considered the modern context of tyranny and how the Second Amendment might be applied today to try and increase equity in society instead of solidifying existing social hierarchies. We also examined how other common law countries have effectively limited gun violence and what policies we can recommend for the United States. All of these factors together have informed our report and hopefully given a better idea of how to handle gun violence.

This work has been a multifaceted, hopefully nuanced road map through and around the current landscape of the issue of gun violence, with suggestions for further analysis and research. This report serves as a comprehensive source of information for discussion and debate, and the policy suggestions therein provide potential alternatives or additions to the local, state, and national conversation on gun violence.
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Appendix

Appendix A: Definitions in Pittsburgh Ordinances

Ordinance 2018-1218: Article XI, Chapter 1101

Prohibition on Specified Weapons:

1. An anti-tank gun;
2. A bazooka;
3. A bomb;
4. A booby trap;
5. A flamethrower;
6. A grenade;
7. A mine; and
8. A mortar shell.

Ordinance 2018-1218: Article XI, Chapter 1102

Prohibition of any of the following semi-automatic firearms:

a. Algimec Agmi;
b. Armalite AR-180;
c. Australian Automatic Arms SAP Pistol;
d. Auto-Ordnance Thompson type;
e. Avtomat Kalashnikov AK-47 type;
f. Barrett Light-Fifty model 82A1;
g. Beretta AR-70;
h. Bushmaster Auto Rifle and Auto Pistol;
i. Calico models M-900, M-950 and 100-P;

j. Chartered Industries of Singapore SR-88;

k. Colt AR-15 and Sporter;

l. Daewoo K-1, K-2, Max-1 and Max-2;

m. Ecom MK-IV, MP-9 and MP-45;

n. Fabrique Nationale FN/FAL, FN/LAR or FN/FNC;

o. FAMAS MAS 223;

p. Feather AT-9 and Mini-AT;

q. Federal XC-900 and XC-450;

r. Franchi SPAS-12 and Law-12;

s. Galil AR and ARM;

t. Goncz High-Tech Carbine and High-Tech Long Pistol;

u. Heckler & Koch HK-91, HK-93, HK-94 and SP-89;

v. Holmes MP-83;

w. Intratec TEC-9 and Scorpion;

x. Iver Johnson Enforcer model 3000;

y. MAC-10, MAC-11 and MAC-11 Carbine type;

z. Ruger Mini-14/5F folding stock model only;

aa. Scarab Skorpion;

bb. SIG 57 AMT and 500 series;

cc. Spectre Auto Carbine and Auto Pistol;

dd. Springfield Armory BM59, SAR-48 and G-3;
ee. Sterline MK-6 and MK-7;

ff. Steyr AUG;

gg. Street Sweeper and Striker 12 revolving cylinder shotguns;

hh. USAS-12;

ii. UZI Carbine, Mini-Carbine and Pistol;

jj. Weaver Arms Nighthawk; and

kk. Wilkinson "Linda" Pistol;

3. A semi-automatic firearm not specifically listed in § 1102.01(B)(2) that meets any of the following criteria:

   a. The firearm is a semi-automatic, centerfire rifle that has an ability to accept a detachable magazine and has at least one of the following:

      i. A folding or telescoping stock;

      ii. A pistol grip that protrudes conspicuously beneath the action of the weapon;

      iii. A thumbhole stock;

      iv. A second handgrip or a protruding grip that can be held by the non-trigger hand;

      v. A flash suppressor, muzzle brake, muzzle compensator, or threaded barrel designed to accommodate a flash suppressor, muzzle brake, or muzzle compensator; or

      vi. A grenade launcher or flare launcher.

   b. The firearm is a semi-automatic, centerfire rifle with a fixed magazine with the ability to accept more than 10 rounds.

   c. The firearm is a semi-automatic, centerfire rifle that has an overall length of less than 30 inches.
d. The firearm is a semi-automatic, centerfire pistol that has an ability to accept a detachable magazine and has at least one of the following:

   i. Capacity to accept an ammunition magazine that attaches to the pistol outside of the pistol grip;

   ii. A second handgrip;

   iii. A threaded barrel capable of accepting a barrel extender, flash suppressor, forward handgrip, or silencer; or

   iv. A shroud that is attached to, or partially or completely encircles, the barrel and that permits the shooter to hold the firearm with the non-trigger hand without being burned, except a slide that encloses the barrel.

e. The firearm is a semi-automatic, centerfire pistol with a fixed magazine that has the ability to accept more than 10 rounds.

f. The firearm is a semi-automatic, centerfire shotgun that has at least one of the following:

   i. A folding or telescoping stock;

   ii. A pistol grip that protrudes conspicuously beneath the action of the weapon;

   iii. A thumbhole stock;

   iv. A vertical handgrip; or

   v. An ability to accept a detachable magazine.

g. Any shotgun with a revolving cylinder.

Ordinance 2018-1219: Title XI, Chapter 1104

Definition of Armor or Metal Penetrating Ammunition:

Any ammunition, except a shotgun shell, that is designed primarily to penetrate a body vest or a body shield, and has either of the following characteristics:

1. Has projectile or projectile core constructed entirely, excluding the presence of traces of other substances, from one or a combination of tungsten
alloys, steel, iron, brass, beryllium copper, or depleted uranium, or any equivalent material of similar density or hardness; or

2. Is primarily manufactured or designed, by virtue of its shape, cross-sectional density, or any coating applied thereto, including, but not limited to, teflon coating and/or ammunition commonly known as “KTW ammunition,” to breach or penetrate a body vest or body shield when fired from a firearm.

Definition of Large Capacity Magazine:

A firearm magazine, belt, drum, feed strip, or similar device that has the capacity of, or can be readily restored or converted to accept, more than 10 rounds of ammunition. This definition shall not be construed to include the following:

1. A feeding device that has been permanently altered so that it cannot accommodate more than 10 rounds of ammunition;

2. A .22 caliber tube ammunition feeding device;

3. A tubular magazine that is contained in a lever-action firearm; and

4. A magazine that is permanently inoperable.

Appendix B: Interviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date Interviewed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jane Coaston</td>
<td>October 14, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger A. Mitchell, Jr. MD FASCP</td>
<td>November 11, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erika Strassberger</td>
<td>November 11, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dan Gilman</td>
<td>November 13, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Gutowski</td>
<td>November 20, 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geraldine Massey</td>
<td>November 22, 2019</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix C: Acquiring guns

The process for purchasing guns is simple and can take as little as 15 minutes. First, one must be over the age of 18 to purchase rifles and shotguns and over 21 to purchase handguns. One must be a U.S. citizen, and cannot be:

- Under indictment for or convicted of a crime punishable by prison for over a year,
- Dishonorably discharged from the military,
- Convicted of domestic abuse or have a restraining order filed against them,
- Currently committed to a mental institution or adjudicated as a mental defective,
- An unlawful user of or addicted to federally controlled substances, or
- A fugitive

If these requirements are met, then one merely has to walk into a gun store and subject themselves to a background check before acquiring a gun. Another legal way to get a gun is as a gift. As long as both the purchaser and the recipient is legally allowed to own a firearm, two people are allowed to make such a transfer. In some states, these must happen in the vicinity of a licensed firearms dealer who will run a background check on the recipient. In Pennsylvania, this only applies to handguns; any other kind of gun can be handed over provided they are not a prohibited person.

One must also be sure to declare that a gun being purchased is a gift. In *Abramski v. United States*, Bruce James Abramski wanted to take advantage of a sale going on at a gun store in his state of Virginia and gift a gun to his uncle. When a form he filled out asked him if he was purchasing the gun for someone else, Abramski responded no. When police raided his home for an unrelated reason, they found the receipt and his declaration that the gun was not a gift. However, it had already made its way to his uncle through the proper channels. Outside of the initial purchase, the gun made its way to Abramski’s uncle legally. When the subsequent lawsuit by Abramski made its way to the Supreme Court, they ruled that one cannot make a “straw-purchase” where one buys a gun for someone else without declaring it a gift. For this reason, the National Shooting Sports Foundation recommends that instead of directly buying a gun for someone else, one should buy a gift card instead.
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312 “Minimum Age to Purchase & Possess,” Giffords Law Center to Prevent Gun Violence (Giffords Law Center to Prevent Gun Violence), accessed December 12, 2019, https://lawcenter.giffords.org/gun-laws/policy-areas/who-can-have-a-gun/minimum-age/